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Frederick J. Ruegsegger Papers, 1928-78

Box 1 (MISSING):

Frederick J. Ruegsegger biographical, 1972-74
Avery Brundage chronology, 1972

CORRESPONDENCE AND NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES, 1926-72

Key to abbreviations:

AB: Avery Brundage
BH: Bobby S. Hirai, Asian advertising director, Fortune magazine
BMC: Bruhi Mining Co.
BT: Beatrice Thompson, real estate agent, Santa Barbara, Calif.
DM: Daniel H. Mortereux, assistant to Count Jean de Beaumont
EH: Edward R. Hines, agent of Avery Brundage
EL: Edward Leven, businessman and swindler
EPP: El Paseo Properties
EPr: El Presidio
ESC: Er Shih Chiang, artist
FB: Frances M. Blakely, Avery Brundage's secretary
FP: Francis Price, Jr., attorney, of Price, Postel and Parma, Santa Barbara, Calif.
FR: Frederick J. Ruegsegger
GR: Gertrude Ruegsegger, wife of Frederick Ruegsegger
IOC: International Olympic Committee
LSH: La Salle Hotel
MB: Monique Berlioux, Director of IOC
MCC: Montecito Country Club
MR: Mariann Princess Reuss, second wife of AB
SPM: Silver Peak Mill
ST: Sozan Tsukamoto, president of Tsukamoto Sogyo Co., Ltd.
WCH: W. Church Holmes, General Manager, Mohawk Mine and Mill
XS: Xaver Saller, jeweller

Folder 1: 1926, 1933, 1935

"The Importance of 'Fitting In'" by AB as told to the editor of Personal Efficiency, Personal Efficiency, August 1926
The International Olympic Committee and the Modern Olympic Games, pamphlet published by IOC, 1933
Fair Play for American Athletes: A Publication of the American Olympic Committee, pamphlet opposing boycott of 1936 Olympics (photocopy), ca. 1935
Folder 2: 1951-54

AB to FR, Oct. 11, 1951
   on Tex Morton
Statement supporting AB's candidacy as IOC president, 1952
FR to AB, Jan. 26, 1952
   on Tonopah, Nev. properties (Bruhi Enterprises and Mohawk Mine and Mill)
AB to FR, Feb. 2, 1952
   on Tonopah properties
Semenza & Kottinger, accountants, to FR, May 28, 1952
   on Tonopah properties
FR to Semenza & Kottinger, May 30, 1952
   on Tonopah properties
FR to AB, June 29, 1952
   on Tonopah properties
"My Biggest Olympic Battles" by AB, This Week, June 29, 1952
AB to FR, July 5, 1952
   on Tonopah properties
FR to FB, July 24, 1952
   on Workmen's Compensation, earthquake
AB to FR, postcard, July 15, 1952
Remarks by President AB When Accepting the Keys of Office from Ex-President J. Sigfrid Edstrom
   at Dinner Given by City of Lausanne, August 14, 1952
AB to FR, Nov. 12, 1952
   on Tonopah properties
AB to FR, Dec. 18, 1952
   on MCC, de la Guerra properties, money owed AB
AB to FR, May 20, 1953
FR to AB, June 17, 1953
   on audit of Tonopah properties
FR to AB, Aug. 6, 1953
   on Tonopah properties, MCC
AB to FR, July 29, 1953
   on Tonopah properties, MCC
FB to FR, Oct. 12, 1953
   on FR's application for U.S. citizenship
AB to FR, Mar. 3, 1954
FR to AB, July 6, 1954
   on M. O. Myers bankruptcy
Statement of claim of El Paseo properties, July 12, 1954
Personal statement (financial), AB, Sept. 1, 1954
AB to WCH, Oct. 27, 1954
   on Tonopah properties

FR to AB, Nov. 11, 1954
  on FR's accommodations in Tonopah

AB to FR, Nov. 20, 1954
  on Tonopah properties

FR to AB, Nov. 22, 1954
  on FR's marriage and immigration status of fiancee

FR to AB, Nov. 22, 1954

AB to FR, Nov. 26, 1954

AB to FR, Dec. 5, 1954

Folder 3: 1955

FR to AB, Jan. 19, 1955
  on Tonopah properties

FR to AB, Jan. 19, 1955
  on Tonopah and Silver Peak properties

AB to FR, Jan. 24, 1955
  on Tonopah properties

AB to FR, Jan. 26, 1955
  on Tonopah and Silver Peak properties

Expenditures and credits for 1954, Bruhi Enterprises, Chicago account

FR to AB, Jan. 26, 1955
  on Tonopah properties

AB to FR, Jan. 26, 1955
  on Tonopah properties

AB to FR, Jan. 29, 1955
  on Tonopah and El Paseo properties, MCC

FR to AB, Feb. 3, 1955
  on Tonopah properties

AB to FR, Feb. 8, 1955
  on Bruhi expenses

FR to AB, Feb. 21, 1955
  on Tonopah properties, office help, MCC, El Paseo properties

FR to AB, Mar. 1, 1955
  on Tonopah properties

AB to FR, postcard, Mar. 15, 1955

FR to AB, Apr. 8, 1955
  on BMC (Tonopah properties)

AB to FR, postcard, Apr. 21, 1955

FR to AB, May 17, 1955

AB to FR, June 3, 1955
  on MCC, BMC
FR to FB, June 17, 1955
   on BMC, MCC
AB to FR, postcard, June 22, 1955
FR to FB, June 28, 1955
   on BMC
FB to FR, June 29, 1955
FR to FB, June 30, 1955
FB to FR, July 5, 1955
AB to FR, July 30, 1955
FR to AB, Sept. 26, 1955
   on Restaurant del Paseo
AB financial statement, Sept. 30, 1955
FR to AB, Oct. 21, 1955
   on BMC
WCH to AB, Nov. 1, 1955
   on BMC
AB to FR, Nov. 14, 1955
   on BMC, MCC, de la Guerra properties
FR to AB, Nov. 18, 1955
   on BMC
"The Sorry State of Nevada" by Albert Deutsch, Collier's, Mar. 18, 1955
FR to AB, Dec. 6, 1955
   on BMC
Avery Brundage Citation for Doctor of Laws Degree, George Williams College, Spring
   Convocation, 1955
Semenza & Kottinger to AB, Dec. 9, 1955
   on BMC
AB to WCH, Dec. 20, 1955
   on BMC
AB to WCH, Dec. 8, 1955
   on BMC

Folder 4: 1956

Bruhi Mining Company Program by AB, Jan. 3, 1956
AB to FR, Jan. 4, 1956
   on de la Guerra properties, MCC
AB to FR, Jan. 6, 1956
   on BMC
AB to WCH, Jan. 6, 1956
   on BMC
AB to WCH, Jan. 11, 1956
   on BMC
AB to FR, Jan. 3, 1956
on BMC
AB to FR, Jan. 4, 1956
on BMC
AB to FR, Jan. 7, 1956
on BMC
FR to AB, Jan. 7, 1956
on BMC
AB to FR, Jan. 11, 1956
on BMC
AB to WCH and FR, Jan. 12, 1956
on BMC
FR to AB, Jan. 14, 1956
on BMC
FR to AB, Jan. 26, 1956
on BMC
"The Embattled World of Avery Brundage" by Robert Cremer, Sports Illustrated, Jan. 30, 1956
"Of Greeks--and Russians" (part II of AB article) by Robert Cremer, Sports Illustrated, Feb. 6, 1956
FR to AB, Feb. 15, 1956
on BMC
FR to AB, Feb. 17, 1956
on BMC
AB to WCH, Mar. 17, 1956
on BMC
AB to WCH, Mar. 30, 1956
on BMC
"Lesson on a Grecian Urn," supporting amateurism, Sports Illustrated, Apr. 2, 1956
FR to AB, Apr. 6, 1956
on BMC
AB to WCH, Apr. 7, 1956
on BMC
AB to FR, Apr. 7, 1956
on BMC
FR to AB, Apr. 8, 1956
on BMC
FR to AB, Apr. 10, 1956
on BMC
AB to FR, Apr. 11, 1956
on BMC
FR to AB, Apr. 12, 1956
on BMC
AB to FR, Apr. 20, 1956
on BMC
FR to AB, Apr. 23, 1956
on BMC
FR to AB, Apr. 23, 1956
on BMC
Roger Pierce, Machinery Center, Inc., to BMC, Apr. 9, 1956
FR to AB, Apr. 23, 1956
requesting advance
AB to FR, Apr. 25, 1956
on BMC
Notes from AB transmitted by FB, May 1956
on BMC
AB to WCH, May 4, 1956
on BMC
FR to AB, May 7, 1956
on BMC
Telephone conversation between FR and AB, May 8, 1956
on BMC
AB to Esperanza Corporation, May 8, 1956
on BMC
Lilian M. Fish, for Price, Postel and Parma, to AB, May 12, 1956
on BMC
FR to AB, May 28, 1956
on BMC
AB to FR, postcard, June 6, 1956
on BMC
FR to FB, June 15, 1956
on telephone service
FB to FR, June 21, 1956
on BMC
FR to FB, June 27, 1956
on BMC, MCC, El Presidio restaurant
FR to FB, June 29, 1956
on BMC
AB to FR, July 6, 1956
on BMC
FR to AB, July 9, 1956
on BMC
AB to FR, July 14, 1956
on BMC
AB to WCH
on BMC
Curtis H. Cline to BMC, June 20, 1956
FR to Curtis H. Cline, draft of unmailed letter, ca. July 17, 1956
FR to AB, July 20, 1956
Handwritten notes on real estate transaction, Aug. 1956
AB to FR, postcard
AB, financial statement, Sept. 30, 1956
FB to FR, Oct. 30, 1956
Check from FR to FB, repayment of down payment loan to purchase Santa Barbara home, Nov. 1, 1956
Handwritten list of expenses
FR to FB, Nov. 2, 1956
FR to AB, Nov. 5, 1956
on SPM (ex-BMC property)
AB to First National Bank of Nevada, Nov. 10, 1956
on SPM
AB to FR, Nov. 7, 1956
on SPM
Statement of phone call from purchasers of SPM to AB, Nov. 5, 1956
FR to FB, Nov. 13, 1956
on bookkeeping, SPM
FB to FR, Nov. 14, 1956
on bookkeeping, El Presidio
FB to FR, Nov. 23, 1956
on bookkeeping
FB to FR, Nov. 23, 1956
on taxes, SPM
FB to FR, Nov. 23, 1956
on bookkeeping
FR to FB, Nov. 27, 1956
on SPM
FR to FB, Dec. 4, 1956
on SPM
FR to FB, Dec. 4, 1956
on taxes
FR to FB, Dec. 5, 1956
on SPM
FR to FB, Dec. 5, 1956
on SPM
AB to FR, postcard, Dec. 10, 1956
AB to FR, Dec. 24, 1956
Folder 5: 1957

FR to AB, Jan. 2, 1957  
on SPM
AB to FR, Feb. 13, 1957  
AB to FR, Feb. 13, 1957  
on MCC
AB to FR, Feb. 16, 1957  
on MCC
FR to AB, Feb. 18, 1957  
on SPM
FR to AB, Feb. 19, 1957  
on MCC
AB to FR, Feb. 19, 1957  
on SPM, MCC
FR to AB, Feb. 25, 1957  
on MCC
AB to FR, Mar. 4, 1957  
on BMC
FR to AB, Mar. 7, 1957  
on BMC
AB to FR, May 8, 1957  
on El Presidio
FR to FB, May 28, 1957  
on SPM
FB to FR, June 1, 1957  
on SPM, bookkeeping
FR to FP, June 3, 1957  
on SPM
FR to FB, June 3, 1957  
on SPM
FR to AB, cablegram, June 5, 1957  
on SPM
FR to AB, June 5, 1957  
on SPM
FR to AB, June 7, 1957  
on SPM
AB to FR, June 9, 1957  
on SPM
FB to FR, June 10, 1957  
on SPM
FR to AB, June 13, 1957
on SPM, AB properties
FR to FB, June 29, 1957
   on SPM
Samuel L. Levine, purchaser of SPM, to FR, June 25, 1957
   on SPM
AB to FR, July 3, 1957
FR to AB, July 15, 1957
   on SPM
FR to FB, July 16, 1957
   on bookkeeping, SPM
FR to FP, July 17, 1957
   on SPM
FR to AB, July 30, 1957
   on SPM
FB to FR, Aug. 4, 1957
   on bookkeeping, SPM
FR to FB, Aug. 5, 1957
   on SPM
FR to FB, Aug. 7, 1957
   on SPM
FR to AB, Aug. 22, 1957
   on SPM
FB to FR, Aug. 23, 1957
   on SPM
FR to AB, Aug. 26, 1957
   on SPM
AB to FR, Aug. 26, 1957
   on SPM, EH
AB to EH, Aug. 27, 1957
FR to AB, Aug. 28, 1957
   on SPM, EH
AB to FR, Aug. 29, 1957
   on SPM
AB to FR, Aug. 31, 1957
FR to AB, Aug. 31, 1957
   on SPM
AB to FR, postcard, Sept. 15, 1957
FR to FB, Sept. 23, 1957
   on SPM, Montecito Inn
FB to FR, Oct. 10, 1957
FR to FB, Oct. 12, 1957
   on Montecito Inn, EH, SPM, AB properties
"Puritan of Simon Pures" by Al Stamp, on AB (reprinted from Coronet), Santa Barbara News-Press, Oct. 27, 1957
FP to AB, Nov. 6, 1957  
  on Coloray Co.
AB to Samuel Levine, Nov. 9, 1957  
  on SPM
FR to FB, Nov. 29, 1957  
  on SPM
FR to AB, Dec. 2, 1957  
  on SPM
FR to AB, Dec. 3, 1957  
  on taxes
FB to FR, Dec. 9, 1957  
  on SPM
AB to FR, Dec. 13, 1957  
  on Montecito Inn, SPM
AB to FR, Dec. 14, 1957
AB to FR, Dec. 17, 1957  
  on EPr, Montecito Inn
AB to FR, Dec. 19, 1957
FR to AB, Dec. 23, 1957  
  on Montecito Inn, proposal for health center for Olympic athletes
EH, postcard

Folder 6: Jan. - May 1958

AB to FR, Jan. 2, 1958
AB to FR, Jan. 7, 1958
FR to AB, Feb. 18, 1958  
  on sale of Santa Barbara properties (EPP, EPr, Montecito Inn)  
  Handwritten notes of verbal instructions by FB on sale of Santa Barbara properties, Feb. 18, 1958
AB to FR, Feb. 24, 1958  
  on sale of Santa Barbara properties
AB to FR, Mar. 1, 1958  
  on bookkeeping
AB to FR, Mar. 3, 1958  
  on sale of Santa Barbara properties, SPM
FR to AB, Mar. 7, 1958  
  on EPr, SPM
FR to AB, Mar. 10, 1958  
  on SPM
AB to FR, Mar. 11, 1958  
  on SPM, sale of Santa Barbara properties
AB to FR, Mar. 12, 1958  
  on SPM, bookkeeping
AB to FR, Mar. 31, 1958
on EPP
FR to AB, Mar. 15, 1958
  on EPP
AB to FR, Mar. 18, 1958
  on EPP
FB to EPP, Mar. 25, 1958
FR to AB, Mar. 26, 1958
  on SPM, EPr, Corey's Restaurant, Montecito Inn
FP to AB, Mar. 26, 1958
  on Montecito Inn
AB to FP, Mar. 26, 1958
  on MCC securities
FR to AB, Mar. 28, 1958
  on Montecito Inn, EPr, EPP
AB to FR, Mar. 28, 1958
  on SPM
FP to AB, Mar. 28, 1958
  on MCC securities
FP to AB, Apr. 1, 1958
  on EPr
AB to FR, Apr. 1, 1958
  on BMC
J. S. Roone, Hanover Bank, to Price, Postel & Parma, Apr. 1, 1958
  on MCC securities
FR to FB, Apr. 2, 1958
  on AB properties
FR to AB, Apr. 2, 1958
  on wines given to FR by AB
FP to AB, Apr. 3, 1958
  on Montecito Inn
FR to AB, Apr. 5, 1958
  on BMC
AB to FR, Apr. 7, 1958
  on wines
AB to Gustave D. Corey, Montecito Inn, Apr. 7, 1958
AB to FP, Apr. 9, 1958
  on EPr
FP to AB, Apr. 12, 1958
  on EPr
AB to FR, Apr. 14, 1958
  on Restaurante Del Paseo (part of EPP)
AB to FP, Apr. 14, 1958
  on Montecito Inn
AB to FR, Apr. 16, 1958
FP to FR, Apr. 17, 1958
  on SPM
FP to AB, Apr. 18, 1958
  on EPr
FP to AB, Apr. 18, 1958
  on Montecito Inn
AB to FP, Apr. 23, 1958
  on Montecito Inn
FR to AB, Apr. 29, 1958
  on EPP
AB to FR, May 8, 1958
  on EPP
AB to FR, telegram, May 25, 1958
Albert T. Belshe to FR, May 20, 1958
  on EPP
Albert T. Belshe and Marjorie B. Belshe, purchase agreement for EPP, May 20, 1958
BT to FR, May 15, 1958
  on EPP
FR to AB, May 22, 1958
  on EPP, EPr, SPM
AB to FR, May 31, 1958

Folder 7: June - July 1958

FR to AB, June 3, 1958
  on EPP, EPr
FR to AB, June 6, 1958
  on EPP
Escrow instructions on EPP, June 6, 1958
FR to AB, June 6, 1958
  on commission on sale of EPP
FR to FB, June 7, 1958
Albert T. Belshe and AB to Title Insurance & Trust Co., June 7, 1958
  on changes in escrow instructions
"El Paseo Sold In Major Deal," Santa Barbara News-Press, June 8, 1958
FR to AB, June 9, 1958
  on EPP
FR to AB, June 20, 1958
  on Carson Hot Springs, Carson Water Co.
AB to FR, June 20, 1958
  on bookkeeping
FR to AB, June 21, 1958
  on EH properties in Carson City area
AB to FR, June 23, 1958
on EPr
AB to FR, June 23, 1958
on Montecito Inn
AB to FR, June 23, 1958
on bookkeeping
AB to FR, June 24, 1958
on EPr
AB to FR, June 24, 1958
on EH properties
FR to AB, memo, June 25, 1958
on EPr
AB to FR, June 25, 1958
on EH properties
FR to AB, June 25, 1958
on EPP
AB to FP, June 26, 1958
on EPP
AB to FR, June 27, 1958
on EPP, bookkeeping
AB to Bank of America, June 27, 1958
on EPP
AB to FR, June 27, 1958
on EPP
AB to FR, June 27, 1958
on Montecito Inn
FR to AB, July 2, 1958
on EPr
FR to AB, July 2, 1958
on EPP
AB to FR, July 3, 1958
on EPr
Escrow statement, EPP, July 3, 1958
FR to AB, July 3, 1958
on EPP
AB to FR, July 3, 1958
on Yankee John Mine (California)
Ab to FR, July 5, 1958
on bookkeeping
AB to FR, July 5, 1958
on Silver Peak mill, EH properties
AB to FP, July 7, 1958
on Montecito Inn Restaurant
FR to AB, July 8, 1958
on EPP
AB to FR, July 14, 1958  
on EPP
AB to FR, July 14, 1958  
on EH
AB to FR, July 17, 1958  
on EH
FR to AB, July 17, 1958  
on EPP
FR to AB, July 19, 1958  
on Silver Peak mill, Yankee John Mine
FR to AB, July 19, 1958  
on Montecito Inn Restaurant
FR to AB, July 19, 1958  
on EH
AB to FR, July 23, 1958  
on EPr, Montecito Inn Restaurant
FR to FB, July 25, 1958  
on Silver Peak mill
FB to FR, July 30, 1958  
on Silver Peak mill
FR to AB, July 31, 1958  
on AB's properties
AB to FR, July 31, 1958  
on Santa Barbara city business tax, EPr

Folder 8: Aug. - Dec. 1958

FR to AB, Aug. 1, 1958
FR to AB, Aug. 1, 1958  
on EPP
AB to FR, Aug. 1, 1958  
on Montecito Inn Restaurant, EPr
AB to FR, Aug. 2, 1958  
on EH properties
AB to FR, Aug. 2, 1958  
on EPr, EH properties
on EH notes
FR to AB, Aug. 6, 1958  
on EPr
FR to AB, Aug. 6, 1958  
on Montecito Inn Restaurant
FR to AB, Aug. 6, 1958  
on Santa Barbara city business tax
FR to AB, Aug. 6, 1958
  on EH notes, Silver Peak mill, El Paseo
FR to AB, Aug. 12, 1958
  on EPr
AB to FR, Aug. 12, 1958
  on AB's properties
AB to FR, Aug. 14, 1958
  on Montecito Inn Restaurant
A. P. Ardinghe, agent, Home Insurance Co., to FR, Aug. 16, 1958
  on EPr
AB to A. P. Ardinghe, Aug. 16, 1958
  on EPr
FR to AB, Aug. 16, 1958
  on EPr
FP to FR, Aug. 19, 1958
  on EPP
FR to AB, Aug. 22, 1958
  on AB's properties
AB to FP, Aug. 22, 1958
  on EPP
AB to FR, Aug. 27, 1958
  on AB's properties
AB to A. P. Ardinghe, Aug. 30, 1958
  on EPr
AB to FR, Aug. 30, 1958
  on MCC notes
FR to AB, Sept. 2, 1958
  on MCC notes
FR to EH, Sept. 3, 1958
AB to FP, Sept. 13, 1958
  on MCC notes
FR to A. P. Ardinghe, Sept. 20, 1958
  on EPr
FR to AB, Sept. 20, 1958
  on Montecito Inn Restaurant, EPr
A. P. Ardinghe to FR, Sept. 22, 1958
  on EPr
FR to AB, Sept. 23, 1958
  on EPr
AB to FR, Sept. 24, 1958
  on EH properties, Montecito Inn Restaurant, EPr
AB to Charles Stone, Santa Barbara News-Press, Sept. 26, 1958
  on making Presidio Ave. a public street
FR to AB, Oct. 6, 1958
on EH
FR to FB, Oct. 9, 1958
on bookkeeping, Silver Peak mills
AB to FR, Oct. 20, 1958
on EH properties
AB to FR, Oct. 22, 1958
on EH properties
FP to FR, Oct. 24, 1958
on insurance certificate
FR to AB, Oct. 27, 1958
on EH
FR to AB, Oct. 27, 1958
on interest of Aerophysics Corp. in hiring FR
FR to AB, Oct. 28, 1958
on Silver Peak mill
AB to FR, Nov. 4, 1958
on taxes
FR to AB, Nov. 7, 1958
on EH properties, Silver Peak mill
AB to FR, Nov. 8, 1958
on EH properties, Silver Peak mill
FR to AB, Nov. 10, 1958
on taxes
AB to FP, Nov. 13, 1958
on taxes
AB to FR, Nov. 13, 1958
on taxes
FR to AB, Nov. 20, 1958
on EPr
FR to AB, Nov. 21, 1958
on taxes, Silver Peak mill, El Presidio Ave.
AB to FR, Nov. 22, 1958
on EPr, EH properties, Silver Peak mill
AB to FR, Nov. 24, 1958
on EPr, taxes
FR to AB, Nov. 25, 1958
on EPP
AB to FR, Nov. 28, 1958
on EPP, EPr
AB to Albert Belshe, Dec. 12, 1958
on EPP
AB to FR, Dec. 17, 1958
on bookkeeping
FR to AB, Dec. 22, 1958
on gift of swiss cheese
FR to AB, Dec. 22, 1958
   on EPP, EPr, Montecito Inn, chromium mines in Turkey
AB to FR, Dec. 27, 1958
   on EPP, EPr, chromium mines
FR to AB, Dec. 30, 1958
   on EPP, chromium mines, EPr
AB to EH, Dec. 31, 1958
   on EH properties

Folder 9: Jan. - July 1959

AB to FR, Jan. 5, 1959
   on EPP, EPr, Montecito Inn
AB to FR, Jan. 17, 1959
   on bookkeeping, EPr
FR to AB, Jan. 19, 1959
   on EPr, EPP, Montecito Inn, MCC
FR to AB, Jan. 20, 1959
   on EPP, EPr
AB to FR, Jan. 20, 1959
   on EPr
AB to FR, Jan. 22, 1959
   on EPr
AB to FR, Feb. 2, 1959
   on EPP, bookkeeping
FR to AB, Feb. 5, 1959
   on EPP, MCC
AB to FR, Feb. 7, 1959
   on EH
FR to AB, Feb. 23, 1959
   on EPP, EH
Gerald S. Thede, for Price, Postel & Parma, to FR, Mar. 2, 1959
   on EPP
FR to Thomas E. McNulty of Harris, Kerr, Forster & Co., Mar. 7, 1959
   on EPP
Assignment of EPP assets to AB, Mar. 10, 1959
FR to AB, Mar. 10, 1959
   on bookkeeping
FR to AB, Apr. 18, 1959
   on BMC
AB to Chris Hoeg, Apr. 23, 1959
   on BMC
AB placing FR in charge of EPr, Apr. 30, 1959
AB to FR, May 2, 1959
  on EH properties
AB to FR, May 6, 1959
  on Silver Peak mill
FR to AB, May 7, 1959
  on EPr
FR to AB, May 7, 1959
  on EPP
FR to AB, May 7, 1959
  on EH properties
FR to AB, May 7, 1959
  on Silver Peak mill
AB to FR, May 9, 1959
  on AB's properties, EH properties
FR to AB, May 29, 1959
  on AB's properties
FR to AB, May 29, 1959
  on EH
FR to AB, May 29, 1959
  on EPr
FR to FB, May 30, 1959
  on Silver Peak mill, EH
AB to FR, postcard, June 1, 1959
AB to FR, June 2, 1959
  on EH properties, Montecito Inn, EPr
AB to FR, telegram, June 2, 1959
  placing FR in charge of Nevada operations (EH properties)
FR to AB, telegram, June 6, 1959
  on EH properties
FR to AB, June 8, 1959
  on EH properties, EPr, Montecito Inn
FR to FB, June 26, 1959
  on Huggins Estate escrow, EH properties
FR to AB, July 17, 1959
  on EPr
FR to AB, July 23, 1959
  on EH properties

Folder 10: Aug. - Dec. 1959

AB to BT, Aug. 6, 1959
  on 745 Ashley Rd.
AB to FR, Aug. 8, 1959
  on EH properties, 745 Ashley Rd.
AB to Richard L. Waters, Jr., Aug. 8, 1959
  on EH properties
FR to AB, Aug. 12, 1959
  on EPr
AB to FR, Aug. 14, 1959
AB to FR, Aug. 14, 1959
  on EH properties
AB to FR, Aug. 14, 1959
  on EPr
AB to FR, Aug. 18, 1959
  on EPr
FR to AB, Aug. 19, 1959
  on EH properties
FR to AB, Aug. 19, 1959
  on EPr
FR to AB, Aug. 19, 1959
  on EPr, Montecito Inn Restaurant
AB to Springer, McKisson & Hug, Aug. 22, 1959
  on EH properties
Springer, McKissick & Hug to AB, Aug. 19, 1959
  on EH properties
AB to FR, Aug. 24, 1959
  on EPr, Montecito Inn Restaurant, EH properties
FR to AB, Sept. 2, 1959
  on internal disputes
FR to AB, Sept. 2, 1959
  on EPr, Montecito Inn
AB to FR, Sept. 26, 1959
  on EPr
AB to FR, Sept. 28, 1959
  on El Paseo Arcade, EPr
FR to AB, Sept. 30, 1959
  on MCC taxes
FR to AB, Sept. 30, 1959
  on Montecito Inn, EPr
AB to FR, postcard, Oct. 15, 1959
AB to FR, Oct. 20, 1959
  on Montecito Inn, EPr, MCC taxes
FR to AB, Nov. 18, 1959
  on Montecito Inn, EH properties, Reno property, Silver Peak mine, EPr, MCC taxes
AB to FR, Nov. 19, 1959
  on AB's properties
AB to FR, Nov. 22, 1959
  on EH properties
AB to FR, Nov. 23, 1959
  on Olympics tickets
FR to AB, Nov. 24, 1959
  on EPr taxes
FR to AB, Nov. 24, 1959
  on Reno property
FR to AB, Dec. 2, 1959
  on El Presidio Ave., EPr
FR to Michael J. Pasternock, Dec. 11, 1959
  on bookkeeping
FR to Michael J. Pasternock, Dec. 12, 1959
  on EPP
AB to FR, Dec. 18, 1959
  on Reno property

Folder 11: Jan. - June, 1960

FR to AB, Jan. 8, 1960
  on EPr
FR to AB, Jan. 13, 1960
  on EPr
AB to FR, Jan. 13, 1960
  on EPr
FR to AB, Jan. 16, 1960
  on Silver Peak mill
FR to AB, Jan. 20, 1960
  on Montecito Inn
AB to FR, Jan. 22, 1960
  on bookkeeping, EH properties
AB, stock certificate, 1000 shares United States Milling and Minerals Corp. (owner of Silver Peak mill), Feb. 19, 1960
Proposal for Santa Barbara Transit Co. (managed by EL) to purchase EPr
FR to AB, Feb. 21, 1960
  on EPr sale
FB to FR
FR to AB, Mar. 9, 1960
  on Montecito Inn
FR to AB, ca. Mar. 10, 1960
  on EPr sale
Telephone conversation with AB on EPr sale
Resumes of prospective buyers of EPr, including EL
FR to AB, Mar. 15, 1960
  on EPr sale, 745 Ashley Rd., EH properties
FR to AB, Mar. 21, 1960
on Coloray, 745 Ashley Rd., Silver Peak mill, EL
Questions for prospective buyers of EPr, Mar. 22, 1960
FR to AB, Mar. 23, 1960
  on EPr sale
AB to Roy C. Smith, Mar. 26, 1960
  on Montecito Inn
AB to FR, Mar. 26, 1960
  on EH
FR to AB, Mar. 27, 1960
  on EL
FR to AB, Mar. 30, 1960
  on EPr sale
FR to AB, Mar. 31, 1960
  on EH properties, EPr sale
AB to Springer, McKissick & Hug, Apr. 4, 1960
  on EH
FR to AB
  on BMC
AB to FR, Apr. 6, 1960
  on taxes
FR to AB, Apr. 8, 1960
  on EPr sale, Montecito Inn, MCC
EL to AB, Apr. 12, 1960
  on EPr sale
FR to AB, Apr. 12, 1960
  on EPr sale
EL to AB, Apr. 12, 1960
  on Montecito Inn
AB to FR, Apr. 14, 1960
  on Montecito Inn, Silver Peak mill
AB to EL, Apr. 14, 1960
  on EPr sale
AB to FR, Apr. 14, 1960
  on EPr sale
AB to EL, Apr. 14, 1960
  on Montecito Inn
FR to AB, Apr. 15, 1960
  on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
  on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
"Bus Officials Repeat Aim in Token Switch," Santa Barbara News-Press, Apr. 15, 1960
  on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
"This Is Improved Service?" Santa Barbara News-Press, Apr. 15, 1960
  on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
FR to AB, Apr. 16, 1960
on EPr sale
FR to AB, Apr. 18, 1960
on Montecito Inn, EPr sale, Silver Peak mill
AB to FR, Apr. 18, 1960
on EPr sale
AB to Springer, McKissick & Hug, Apr. 20, 1960
on EH
AB to FR, Apr. 21, 1960
on 745 Ashley Rd., Montecito Inn
Anonymous letter about EL
"Kilroe" to Chet Holcomb, Santa Barbara News-Press, Apr. 17, 1960
on News-Press story about EPr sale
FR to AB, Apr. 22, 1960
on EPr sale, Samuel Levine
FR to AB, Apr. 23, 1960
on Montecito Inn
AB to FR, Apr. 24, 1960
on Samuel Levine
FR to AB, Apr. 25, 1960
on EPr, El Paseo
EL to AB, Apr. 26, 1960
on EPr
EL to AB, Apr. 29, 1960
on EPr
FR to AB, Apr. 29, 1960
on EPr, Montecito Inn
AB to FR, May 3, 1960
on EPr, El Paseo
AB to Springer, McKissick & Hug, May 3, 1960
on EH properties
Photo of check to AB for one centime, May 5, 1960
FR to AB, May 14, 1960
on Montecito Inn
Meeting of Board of Directors of Montecito Holdings Ltd. at which EL is appointed general manager and chief executive, with handwritten notes by FR, May 20, 1960
on EL
on EL
AB to Roy C. Smith, June 4, 1960
on EPr and Montecito Inn sales
AB to EL, June 7, 1960
on EPr
EL to AB, June 9, 1960
on EPr
FR to AB, June 14, 1960
on Silver Peak mill, EH properties, EL
AB to FR, June 20, 1960
on Silver Peak mill, EH properties, EPr sale
FR to AB, June 24, 1960
on AB's properties
EL to AB, June 30, 1960
on EPr, Montecito Inn
AB to FR, June 30, 1960
on Silver Peak mill, EH properties

Folder 12: July - Sept. 1960

AB to FR, July 6, 1960
on EPr and Montecito Inn sales
AB to EL, July 6, 1960
on EPr, Montecito Inn
EL to AB, July 7, 1960
on EPr, Montecito Inn
"Planners Take Look At Presidio Plans; Parking Protested," Santa Barbara News-Press, July 8, 1960
FR to AB, July 8, 1960
on EPr and Montecito Inn sales
FR to AB, July 12, 1960
on El Paseo
FR to AB, July 12, 1960
on El Paseo
AB to Albert T. Belshe and Margaret E. Belshe, July 14, 1960
on EPP
AB to FR, July 14, 1960
on Montecito Inn, EPr, El Paseo
EL to AB, July 15, 1960
on Old Coast Highway properties
Proctor Hug, Jr., of Springer, McKissick & Hug, to AB, July 15, 1960
on EH properties
AB to Springer, McKissick & Hug, July 22, 1960
on EH properties
profile of AB
FR to AB, July 25, 1960
on Montecito Inn, EPr, EPP, EH properties
AB to EL, July 28, 1960
on Montecito Inn
AB to FR, July 28, 1960
  on Montecito Inn, EPr and El Paseo sales
FR to AB, Aug. 2, 1960
  on EPr, Montecito Inn, and El Paseo
EL to AB, Aug. 3, 1960
  on Montecito Inn
AB to FR, Aug. 5, 1960
  on AB's properties
AB to Springer, McKissick & Hug, Aug. 5, 1960
  on EH properties
AB to EL, Aug. 5, 1960
  on Montecito Inn
AB to FR, Aug. 8, 1960
  on Montecito Inn and EPr sales
FR to AB, Aug. 12, 1960
  on EH properties, MCC, EPr, Montecito Inn
EL to FB, Aug. 18, 1960
  on EPr sale
FR to EL, Aug. 22, 1960
  on Montecito Inn and EPr sales
FR to AB, Aug. 22, 1960
  on MCC, Montecito Inn, EPr
Proctor Hug, Jr. to AB, Aug. 24, 1960
  on EH properties
AB to FR, postcard, Aug. 28, 1960
  on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
  on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
FR to AB, Sept. 2, 1960
  on EH properties, Silver Peak mill, EL, MCC
FR to FB, Sept. 12, 1960
  on EL
FR to AB, Sept. 22, 1960
  on EL, AB's properties
FR to AB, Sept. 27, 1960
  on Montecito Inn, EPr
Proctor Hug, Jr. to AB, Sept. 30, 1960
  on EH properties

AB to Albert T. Belshe, Oct. 3, 1960  
on EPP  
FR to AB, Oct. 4, 1960  
on EL  
AB to FR, Oct. 3, 1960  
on EL, EPr, El Paseo  
FR to AB, Oct. 6, 1960  
on El Paseo, EPr  
Proctor Hug, Jr. to AB, Oct. 8, 1960  
on EH properties  
EL to AB, Oct. 10, 1960  
on Montecito Inn, EPr, El Paseo  
Howard F. McKissick, Jr., of Springer, McKissick & Hug, to AB, Oct. 11, 1960  
on EH properties  
AB to Holdings Ltd. (owners of EPr and Montecito Inn), Oct. 11, 1960  
on Montecito Inn and EPr sales  
AB to Holdings, Ltd., Oct. 14, 1960  
on EPr sale  
FR to AB, Oct. 17, 1960  
on El Paseo, EPr  
AB to Holdings, Ltd., Oct. 17, 1960  
on EPr sale  
FR to AB, Oct. 18, 1960  
on MCC, El Paseo, Esperanza Corp.  
Howard F. McKissick, Jr. to FR, Oct. 19, 1960  
on EH properties  
AB to FR, Oct. 20, 1960  
on EPr sale, El Paseo  
FR to AB, Oct. 20, 1960  
on El Paseo, EL  
"City's Bus Service Shut Down by Drivers," Santa Barbara News-Press, Oct. 21, 1960  
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.  
FR to AB, Oct. 21, 1960  
on El Paseo, EH properties  
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.  
FR to AB, Oct. 24, 1960  
on EL, MCC, EPr sale  
AB to Pacific Coast Title Co., certifying AB holds note of Albert T. Belshe and Marjorie B. Belshe, Oct. 25, 1960  
AB to FR, Oct. 26, 1960  
on EPr and Montecito Inn sales, Belshe note  
FR to AB, Oct. 28, 1960  
on Belshe note, EPr, Montecito Inn, Reno-Sparks Motel
FR to AB, Nov. 1, 1960  
on EPr sale
FR to FP, Oct. 31, 1960  
on EPr sale
AB to FR, Nov. 2, 1960  
on EPr sale
FB to Holdings Ltd., Nov. 2, 1960  
Notice of default on EPr sale
FB to Janice Stone Leven (wife of EL), Nov. 2, 1960  
Notice of default on EPr sale
FR to AB, Nov. 7, 1960  
on EPr sale
AB to FR, Nov. 7, 1960  
on EPr and Montecito Inn sales
FR to AB, Nov. 9, 1960  
on EPr sale
AB to FR, Nov. 10, 1960  
on EPr and Montecito Inn sales
FR to AB, Nov. 10, 1960  
on Montecito Inn sale, El Paseo
FR to AB, Nov. 15, 1960  
on Montecito Inn, EPr
AB to Roy C. Smith, Nov. 18, 1960  
on MCC
AB to Samuel Levine and Manuel Robins, Nov. 21, 1960  
on United States Millings and Minerals Corp.
EL to FR, Nov. 21, 1960
AB to Holdings, Ltd., Nov. 23, 1960  
on EPr
AB to Deane & Homer, Nov. 25, 1960  
on EPr and Montecito Inn
AB to Montecito Holdings, Ltd., Nov. 25, 1960  
on Montecito Inn
FR to AB, Nov. 28, 1960  
on EL
Credit report on Thaddeus Suski, purchaser of El Paseo, July 25, 1960
Notice to Tenants of EPr, resumption of management by FB, Dec. 1, 1960
Deposit receipt from Irene Hayes Suski for purchase of EPr Properties, Dec. 2, 1960
Deposit receipt from Irene Hayes Suski for purchase of EPr Properties, Dec. 2, 1960
Escrow instructions regarding purchase of EPr Properties, Dec. 5, 1960
FR to AB, Dec. 5, 1960  
on Pete Ardinghe, EPr
FR to AB, Dec. 6, 1960
on EPr
FR to AB, Dec. 7, 1960
on MCC
Notice to tenants of El Paseo of change of management, Dec. 9, 1960
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
FR to David A. Pitts, agent for EPr purchasers, Dec. 15, 1960
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
FR to AB, Dec. 19, 1960
on EL, EPr
Stories from Santa Barbara News-Press, Dec. 19, 1960
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
"City's Bus Riders Confused by News of Service Ending"
"PUC Hearing Is Expected In Bus Crisis"
"Transit Co. Loses $1,000 to Burglar"
"Leven Asked Home Guard During Fire"
"Bus Company to Try Pared-Down Service," Santa Barbara News-Press, Dec. 20, 1960
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
AB to FR, Dec. 20, 1960
on EPr
"PUC Orders Probe Of Transit Firm," Santa Barbara News-Press, Dec. 21, 1960
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
Proctor Hug, Jr. to AB, Dec. 22, 1960
on EH properties
AB to FR, Dec. 23, 1960
on EL, EPr
AB to FR, Dec. 24, 1960
on Coloray Corp.
AB to FR, Dec. 25, 1960
on Coloray Corp.
FR to AB, telegram, Dec. 27, 1960
AB to Springer, McKissick & Hug, Dec. 28, 1960
on EH properties
FR to AB, telegram, Dec. 29, 1960
on Coloray Corp.
AB to FR, Dec. 30, 1960
on stock dividends
Folder 14: Jan. - Mar. 1961

FR to AB, Jan. 3, 1961
  on Coloray Corp.
FR to AB, Jan. 3, 1961
  on El Paseo, stock dividends
FR to AB, Jan. 4, 1961
  on Yankee John mine
FR to AB, Jan. 4, 1961
  on EL
FR to AB, Jan. 10, 1961
  on EL
AB to FR, Jan. 11, 1961
  on Yankee John Mine, Coloray Corp., EL
FR to AB, Jan. 13, 1961
  on El Paseo, EPr, Coloray Corp.
FR to AB, Jan. 17, 1961
  on MCC
FR to AB, Jan. 17, 1961
FR to Wells J. Robertson, Jan. 19, 1961
  on Coloray Corp., Yankee John Mine
AB to FR, Jan. 17, 1961
  on EPr
Wells J. Robertson to AB, Jan. 13, 1961
  on Yankee John Mine
FR to AB, Jan. 19, 1961
  on MCC
AB to FR, Jan. 20, 1961
  on MCC
FB to Harold LaVon and Heini Brock of El Presidio Restaurant, Jan. 23, 1961
  on note payable to Holdings, Ltd.
Wells J. Robertson to FR, Jan. 24, 1961
  on Yankee John Mines
U. S. District Court, Nevada, In the Matter of Edward R. Hines, Notice of Final Meeting of
  Creditors, Jan. 24, 1961
FB to Montecito Holdings, Ltd. (written by FR), Jan. 25, 1961
  on Montecito Inn
AB to FR, Jan. 25, 1961
  on Coloray Corp., EL
FR to AB, Jan. 25, 1961
  on MCC, El Paseo, EL, MCC bank account
Mr. Jackson, former Montecito Inn manager, to FR, Jan. 26, 1961
  on Montecito Inn
FR to AB, Jan. 27, 1961
FR to AB, Jan. 27, 1961
  on MCC, Coloray Corp.
AB to FR, Jan. 28, 1961
  on EL, MCC bank account, art shipment
FR to AB, Jan. 30, 1961
  on Montecito Inn, EL
AB to FR, Jan. 31, 1961
  on MCC, Yankee John Mine, EH properties
FR to AB, Jan. 31, 1961
  on MCC bank account, EPr
AB to FR, Feb. 1, 1961
  on EL
FR to AB, Feb. 3, 1961
  on art shipment
FR to AB, Feb. 3, 1961
  on art shipment, EL, Yankee John Mine
FR to AB, Feb. 7, 1961
  on Ayala Lane
AB to FR, Feb. 10, 1961
  on Ayala Lane, Esperanza Corp. (owner of Yankee John Mine), EL
FB to Montecito Holdings, Ltd. (written by FR), Feb. 13, 1961
  on Montecito Inn sale
EL to AB, Feb. 14, 1961
FR to AB, Feb. 14, 1961
  on EL
AB to EL, Feb. 14, 1961
  on Montecito Inn sale
FR to AB, Feb. 15, 1961
  on MCC, EL
FR to AB, Feb. 18, 1961
  on Coloray Corp.
FR to AB, Feb. 20, 1961
  on EL, Montecito Inn, lime plant in Arizona, Coloray Corp.
FR to AB, Feb. 20, 1961
  on proposed sale of MCC
Proctor Hug, Jr. to AB, Feb. 21, 1961
  on EH properties
Proctor Hug, Jr. to AB, Feb. 23, 1961
  on EH properties
Proctor Hug, Jr. to Mr. and Mrs. George McKee, Feb. 10, 1961
  on EH properties
FR to AB, Feb. 23, 1961
  on EH properties
AB to Springer, McKissick & Hug, Mar. 2, 1961
  on EH properties
Proctor Hug, Jr. to AB, Mar. 6, 1961
  on EH properties
FR to AB, Mar. 6, 1961
  on EL, Montecito Inn
FR to AB, Mar. 7, 1961
  on EL
AB to Springer, McKissick & Hug, Mar. 8, 1961
  on EH properties
FR to FP
  on EL
Thomas E. McNulty, of Harris, Kerr, Forster & Co., to FR, Mar. 15, 1961
  on MCC
FR, memo, Mar. 24, 1961
  on EL, El Paseo
FP, Notice of Non-Responsibility for work done on Montecito Inn Restaurant, Mar. 27, 1961
FR, deposition of posting of Notice of Non-Responsibility, Mar. 28, 1961
FR to AB, Mar. 28, 1961
  on possible sale of MCC
FR to AB, Mar. 29, 1961
  on Coloray Corp.
Proctor Hug, Jr. to AB, Mar. 29, 1961
  on EH properties
FR to AB, Mar. 30, 1961
  on possible sale of MCC

Folder 15: Apr. - July 1961

FR to AB, Apr. 4, 1961
  on Lobero Hotel (Montecito)
FR to AB, Apr. 4, 1961
  on Coloray Corp.
Fritz K. Feldmann, physicist, to FR, Apr. 4, 1961
  on Coloray Corp.
FR, memo, Apr. 5, 1961
  on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
FR to AB, Apr. 7, 1961
  on Coloray Corp., Santa Barbara Transit Co.
AB to Fritz K. Feldmann, Apr. 11, 1961
  on Coloray Corp.
FR to AB, Apr. 12, 1961
  on Coloray Corp., mineral rights at MCC, Montecito Inn
FR to FP, Apr. 12, 1961
on Coloray Corp., mineral rights at MCC
"El Presidio Tenants Hit Chapel Loss," Santa Barbara News-Press, Apr. 12, 1961
FR to AB, Apr. 13, 1961
FR to AB, Apr. 13, 1961
  on AB’s personal bank account
  on EL
"Leven Sues Firm in Pool Gear 'Theft,'" Santa Barbara News-Press, Apr. 15, 1961
AB to EL, Apr. 17, 1961
  on EPr, Montecito Inn sales
AB to FP, Apr. 26, 1961
  on Coloray Corp.
AB to EL, May 4, 1961
  on EPr sale
FR to AB, May 5, 1961
  on EL, El Paseo, EPr
FR to AB, May 5, 1961
  on EL, Montecito Inn
  on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
"Leven Defaults In Court Action," Santa Barbara News-Press, Apr. 22, 1961
  on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
AB to FR, May 8, 1961
  on EL
FR to AB, May 11, 1961
  on Montecito Inn, EPr, El Paseo
FR to FP, May 11, 1961
  on Montecito Holdings, Ltd.
FR to AB, May 12, 1961
  on EL
"Buses Operating Under Court Order," Santa Barbara News-Press, May 12, 1961
  on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
FR to AB, May 13, 1961
  on EL, Montecito Inn
FR to AB, May 16, 1961
  on EL, Montecito Inn
FR to AB, May 17, 1961
  on EL
FB to Montecito Holdings, Ltd. (written by FR), May 17, 1961
  on Montecito Inn
FR to AB, May 25, 1961
  on resale of Montecito Inn
AB to FR, May 30, 1961
on resale of Montecito Inn
FR to AB, June 2, 1961
on Ayala Lane, EL, Montecito Inn
AB to FR, June 6, 1961
on EL
"Bus Owners Plan Receivership Test," Santa Barbara News-Press, June 7, 1961
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
FR to AB, June 12, 1961
on EL, Montecito Inn, MCC, Ayala Lane, El Paseo, EPr
FR to AB, June 14, 1961
on Ayala Lane, EL
FR to AB, June 15, 1961
on EL, Montecito Inn
AB to FR, June 16, 1961
on EL
FR to AB, telegram, June 16, 1961
on EL
FR to AB, text of telegram, June 17, 1961
on Montecito Inn
AB to FR, June 18, 1961
on Montecito Inn, EL
AB to FR, postcard, June 19, 1961
AB to FR, June 21, 1961
on EL, Ayala Lane
AB to FR, telegram, June 21, 1961
on EL
AB to FR, June 25, 1961
on EL
FR to AB, June 26, 1961
on EL, Ayala Lane, El Paseo
AB to FR, postcard, June 30, 1961
FR to AB, June 30, 1961
on EL
AB to FR, July 2, 1961
on EL
FR to AB, July 3, 1961
on EL
AB to FR, telegram, July 4, 1961
on EL
FB and AB to Mrs. Janice Stone Leven (written by FR), July 5, 1961
on sale of Montecito Inn
FR to AB, July 5, 1961
on Ayala Lane
FR to AB, July 5, 1961
  on EL, Montecito Inn
FR to FB, July 7, 1961
  on EL
AB to FR, July 8, 1961
  on Ayala Lane, EL
FR to AB, July 12, 1961
  on EL, resale of Montecito Inn
FR to AB, July 16, 1961
  on resale of Montecito Inn, EL
FB to Montecito Holdings, Ltd., repossession of Montecito Inn, July 17, 1961
FR to AB, July 17, 1961
  on Montecito Inn
Montecito Holdings, Ltd. to AB (written by Janice M. Leven), July 18, 1961
  on Montecito Inn
FB to Janice M. Leven (written by FR), telegram, July 19, 1961
  on financial statement
FR to AB, July 22, 1961
  on Montecito Inn, EL
AB to FR, July 24, 1961
  on EL
FR to AB, July 26, 1961
  on EL
FR to AB, July 26, 1961
  on EL
  on AB's Asian art collection
FR to AB, July 28, 1961
  on EL, EPr
FR to AB, text of telegram, July 31, 1961
  on EL
"Injunction Asked In Montecito Case," Santa Barbara News-Press, July 31, 1961
  on Montecito Inn

Folder 16: Aug. - Dec. 1961

AB to FR, Aug. 1, 1961
  on EL, EPr
Frank M. Jordan, California Secretary of State, to Price, Postel & Parma, telegram, Aug. 1961
  on EL
Frances M. Blakely vs. Montecito Holding Ltd., testimony of FR, Aug. 1, 1961
Frances M. Blakely vs. Montecito Holding Ltd., testimony of EL, Aug. 1, 1961
"Leven Says Inn Has No Manager," Santa Barbara News-Press, Aug. 1, 1961
  on Montecito Inn
"Restrainer Agreed To in Hotel Case," Santa Barbara News-Press, Aug. 2, 1961
on Montecito Inn
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
FR to AB, text of telegram, Aug. 6, 1961
on Montecito Inn
AB to FR, Aug. 7, 1961
on EL, Montecito Inn
"Levens No Longer Control Hotel," Santa Barbara News-Press, Aug. 7, 1961
on Montecito Inn
Charles W. Willey, for Price, Postel & Parma, to AB, Aug. 14, 1961
on EL, Montecito Inn
"Leven Avoids Judgment in Court Action," Santa Barbara News-Press, Aug. 29, 1961
on Montecito Holdings, Ltd.
FR to AB, Sept. 18, 1961
on El Paseo, EPr, resale of Montecito Inn
"3 City Residents Buy Montecito Inn," Santa Barbara News-Press, Sept. 22, 1961
AB to FR, Sept. 25, 1961
on resale of Montecito Inn
"Leven Motion Will Be Argued," Santa Barbara News-Press, Sept. 26, 1961
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
FR to AB, Sept. 27, 1961
on resale of Montecito Inn
AB to FR, Sept. 28, 1961
on resale of Montecito Inn
FR to AB, Oct. 3, 1961
on resale of Montecito Inn
FR to AB, Oct. 9, 1961
on resale of Montecito Inn, EL, Carleton George, Oaks of Ojai
Charles W. Willey to FR, Oct. 4, 1961
on resale of Montecito Inn
FR to AB, Oct. 17, 1961
on resale of Montecito Inn, El Paseo, EL
Charles W. Willey to AB, Oct. 23, 1961
on resale of Montecito Inn
AB to FR, Oct. 23, 1961
on resale of Montecito Inn
FR to AB, Oct. 27, 1961
on resale of Montecito Inn
"Leven Folds Tent And Steals Away," Santa Barbara News-Press, Oct. 29, 1961
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
"Cash Settlement Reported by Leven," Santa Barbara News-Press, Nov. 1, 1961
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
Bekins Van and Storage, Inc., to AB, Nov. 8, 1961
on shipment to De Young Museum
FR to William R. Lamborn, Dec. 8, 1961
on FR's mother's illness
FR to AB, Dec. 14, 1961
on MCC
FR to AB, Dec. 29, 1961
on bookkeeping, EPr
AB to FR, Dec. 30, 1961
on MCC notes and securities

Folder 17: 1962

AB to FR, Jan. 2, 1962
FR to AB, Jan. 3, 1962
on bookkeeping, EPr sale
FR to AB, Jan. 4, 1962
on Montecito Inn, proposed sale of MCC, EPP and EPr sales
FR to AB, Jan. 8, 1962
on FP legal fees, EPP sale, MCC
FR to AB, Jan. 9, 1962
on proposed sale of MCC, El Paseo
AB to FR, Jan. 9, 1962
on proposed sale of MCC
FR to AB, Jan. 10, 1962
on MCC notes and securities
AB to FR, Jan. 11, 1962
on proposed sale of MCC
FR to AB, Jan. 11, 1962
on proposed sale of MCC
AB to FR, Jan. 31, 1962
on FR purchase of Chicago-area home
Classified ad for sale of FR's home, Santa Barbara News-Press, Feb. 1, 1962
AB notes on LSH insurance
FR to AB, Feb. 13, 1962
mentions Santa Barbara Transit Co.
on Santa Barbara Transit Co.
FR to AB, Mar. 3, 1962
on LSH, FR's purchase of home
FR to AB, Apr. 20, 1962
on LSH
FB, resignation as Secretary of La Salle-Madison Hotel Co. (owner of LSH), Apr. 21, 1962
Waiver of Notice by Directors of La Salle-Madison Hotel Co., signed by AB, FB and Allan L. Stubbins (general manager of LSH), Apr. 23, 1962
Minutes of a Special Meeting of the Board of Directors of La Salle Madison Hotel Company Held April 23, 1962
elects FR as Secretary
FR to Charles W. Willey, Apr. 24, 1962
Charles W. Willey to FR, Mar. 28, 1962
AB to FR, Apr. 24, 1962
on LSH
AB to FR, May 5, 1962
on LSH
FR to AB, memo, May 12, 1962
on LSH, FR's relationship with AB
AB to FR, postcard, June 12, 1962
"Around the Conference Table," Chicago Daily Tribune, June 13, 1962
photo of AB with Nikita Khrushchev, Y. D. Mashin, M. M. Peslyak, K. A. Andrianov
FR to AB, memo, June 29, 1962
on La Salle Madison Co.
FR to AB, memo, July 6, 1962
on proposed sale of LSH
FR to AB, Oct. 19, 1962
on LSH
FR to AB, memo, Nov. 12, 1962
on resale of Montecito Inn
FR to AB, memo, Nov. 23, 1962
on resale of Montecito Inn
AB to Montecito Inn Corporation, Nov. 20, 1962
on Montecito Inn

Folder 18: 1963-64

Obituary for Allan Stubbins
FR to AB, memo, Feb. 28, 1963
on La Salle Pharmacy
on XXIV International Ski Congress and exclusion of German delegations from international sports
AB to FR, postcard, Apr. 15, 1963
AB to FR, postcard, Apr. 19, 1963
FR to AB, June 19, 1963
  on LSH, proposed sale of MCC
FR to AB, July 1, 1963
  on proposed sale of MCC, El Paseo, Montecito Inn
FR to AB, July 9, 1963
  on EL
"He Beats the Drums for Champs and Bums," Sports Illustrated, July 8, 1963
  reference to EL
FR to AB, July 19, 1963
  on LSH
FR to AB, Aug. 16, 1963
  on LSH
AB to FR, postcard, Aug. 17, 1963
FR to AB, Sept. 20, 1963
  on LSH, Montecito Inn
AB to FR, postcard, Sept. 25, 1963
AB to FR, postcard, Oct. 27, 1963
AB to FR, postcard, Nov. 8, 1963
"Secretary, 21, Recovers from Pill Overdose," Dec. 1963
  on Christina M. Mujica, AB's secretary
AB to FR, postcard, Dec. 3, 1963
"A Confession," by Pablo Picasso, Origin 12, Jan. 1964
FR to AB, Jan. 29, 1964
  on LSH
AB to FR, postcard, Feb. 2, 1964
Xerox of newspaper clipping, Feb. 7, 1964
  on EL
La Salle Madison Hotel Co. to Continental Assurance Co., Mar. 2, 1964
  on FR's pension
FR to AB, Mar. 23, 1964
  on LSH
AB to FR, Mar. 30, 1964
  on LSH
AB to FR, postcard, May 24, 1964
AB to FR, postcard, July 1, 1964
FR to AB, memo, July 28, 1964
  on LSH
FR to AB, memo, July 28, 1964
  on LSH
David A. Pitts to FR, Aug. 26, 1964
  on Edwards Ranch, Carpenteria
William B. Butler, assistant U.S. attorney, to FR, telegram, Sept. 14, 1964
  on subpoena
Excerpt from The Challenge, by AB, introduction by Hans Klein, 1972
on 1964 fire destroying AB's home
List of articles evacuated from AB's home during fire, Sept. 23, 1964
Proctor Hug, Jr. to FR, Sept. 24, 1964
on EH properties
on fire destroying AB's home
AB to FR, postcard, 1964
FR to AB, Oct. 1, 1964
on LSH
FR to AB, Oct. 12, 1964
on satellite broadcast of Olympics, LSH
"Over 1,000 Art Treasures Lost In Brundage Fire," Santa Barbara News-Press, Oct. 13, 1964
AB to FR, postcard, Oct. 14, 1964
FR to AB, memo, Nov. 27, 1964
on LSH
"'Hello, There, Edward Leven!'" Santa Barbara News-Press, Oct. 14, 1964
AB to FR, Oct. 20, 1964
on AB's Illinois license plate number
AB to FR, postcard, Nov. 2, 1964

Folder 19: 1965
FR to AB, memo
on LSH
"In the Wake of the News," by David Condon, Chicago Tribune, Feb. 12, 1965
interview with AB
FR to AB, Feb. 22, 1965
on LSH
FR to AB, Feb. 23, 1965
on LSH
FR to AB, Mar. 1, 1965
on LSH
FR to AB, memo, Mar. 15, 1965
on LSH
Text of note for second mortgage on LSH
"Pas très 'sport,' mister Brundage!" [Not very 'sporting,' mister Brundage!] on Jonas affair
FR to AB, telegram, Apr. 1, 1965
on death of Morris Pancoe, involved in proposed sale of LSH
Obituary, Morris Pancoe, Apr. 1, 1965
"Morris Pancoe Dies in Florida at Age of 71," Apr. 1, 1965
FR to AB, Apr. 5, 1965
on LSH
FR to AB, Apr. 5, 1965
on proposed sale of LSH
FR to AB, Apr. 5, 1965
  on FB
FR to AB, Apr. 6, 1965
  on proposed sale of LSH
FR to AB, Apr. 12, 1965
  on LSH
  on EL
"Former Convict Implicated In Forgery of Bank Notes," Santa Barbara News-Press, May 2, 1965
  on testimony by EL
FR to AB, memo, May 13, 1965
  on MCC
FR to AB, memo, May 14, 1965
  on LSH
FR to AB, memo, May 28, 1965
  on LSH
Hubert H. Humphrey to FR, June 10, 1965
  on President's Youth Opportunity Campaign
FR to AB, June 11, 1965
  on LSH, FB
FR to AB, memo, June 25, 1965
  on LSH
La Salle Madison Hotel Company to Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Company
  of Chicago, June 28, 1965
  on books of La Salle Madison Hotel Co.
Excerpt from The Life and Death of Serge Rubinstein
  on EL
"Probers Told of Bank Deal with a Forger"
  on testimony of EL
"New Charter, Brighton NB Linked With Lobbyists' $115,000 Scheme," American Banker, July 26, 1965
  on EL
"The Bank That Should Never Have Opened," by Harold B. Meyers, Fortune, July 1965
  on EL
FR to AB, July 26, 1965
  on LSH
AB to FR, Aug. 3, 1965
"Two Ex-Bank Officials, Third Man Are Indicted In $596,500 Fraud Case," Wall Street Journal,
  Aug. 5, 1965
  on EL
FR to AB, Aug. 16, 1965
  on Carson City properties (EH properties)
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 3, 1965
  on LSH
FR to AB, Sept. 10, 1965
on LSH
FR to AB, Sept. 14, 1965
on death of Howard Scott, of Harris, Kerr, Forster & Co.
FR to Samuel S. Holmes Jr. of Dixon, Todhunter, Knouff and Holmes, Sept. 17, 1965
on LSH
W. Fred Puffer, LSH, to FR, telegram, Sept. 21, 1965
on death of James Lake
FR to AB, Sept. 29, 1965
on LSH
"How to Get Rich Without Investing?" Pacific Coast Record
on EL
FR to AB, Oct. 4, 1965
on LSH
Address by AB, 63rd session, IOC, Oct. 6, 1965
AB to FR, postcard, Oct. 15, 1965
AB to FR, postcard, Oct. 27, 1965
Notes on LSH tax returns
FR to AB, Nov. 1, 1965
on LSH
AB to FR, postcard, Nov. 10, 1965
AB to FR, postcard, Nov. 11, 1965
AB to FR, postcard, Nov. 16, 1965
FR to AB, Nov. 16, 1965
on LSH
AB to FR, postcard, Nov. 22, 1965
FR to AB, Nov. 23, 1965
on LSH
FR to AB, memo, Dec. 9, 1965
on proposed sale of Montecito Inn

Folder 20: 1966

FR to AB, Jan. 28, 1966
on proposed sale of LSH
interview with AB
FR to AB, Feb. 25, 1966
on LSH
FR to Elizabeth Brundage, wife of AB, Mar. 3, 1966
on LSH
Elizabeth Brundage to FR, Mar. 7, 1966
on Brundages' home
Photo of King Constantine and Queen Anne Marie of Greece, Rome Daily American, Apr. 24, 1966
on Greek coup
"Die Olympische Spiele 1972 in München" [The 1972 Olympic Games in Munich], *Frankfurter
gemeine Zeitung*, Apr. 27, 1966
"Der süßsaure Apfel, in den München biss" [The bittersweet apple which Munich bit], *Die Welt*,
Apr. 28, 1966
on 1972 Olympics
Remarks by AB, 64th session of IOC, Rome, Apr. 1966
AB's speech to Pope, Apr. 28, 1966
Pope Paul VI's reply to AB, Apr. 28, 1966
"IOK-Session in Rom" [IOC-Session in Rome], *Neue Zürcher Zeitung*, Apr. 29, 1966
F. C. Matthaei, chairman, Detroit Olympic Committee, to AB, May 23, 1966
apologizing for criticisms of AB in press
on Rome IOC session
FR to AB, May 24, 1966
on income taxes, MCC note, LSH
FR to AB, May 27, 1966
on LSH, investments
AB to FR, May 31, 1966
on EPr
FR to AB, June 2, 1966
on LSH, Canadian International Power shares
FR to AB, June 9, 1966
on proposed sale of LSH to University of Illinois Foundation
on AB's Asian art collection donated to San Francisco
AB to FR, postcard, June 23, 1966
AB to FR, postcard, June 30, 1966
AB, summary of payments to FR
FR, copy of promissory note to AB, July 18, 1962 (handwritten notation by AB stating note has
been cancelled, July 6, 1965)
Heinz Schöbel to FR, July 11, 1966
on Schöbel book
FR to AB, July 20, 1966
on advertising and management of LSH
"Let's Do Away with the Hypocrisy of the Olympic Games," by Palumbo, English translation,
*Panathlon International*, Mar. 1966
AB to employees of LSH, July 21, 1966
on employees' gift to AB
FR to AB, memo, July 27, 1966
on proposed sale of LSH to University of Illinois Foundation
FR to AB, memo, Aug. 23, 1966
on LSH advertising
FR to AB, Sept. 1, 1966
on LSH
AB to FR, postcard, Sept. 5, 1966
FR to AB, Sept. 9, 1966
on LSH
"Former Resident Discusses `Deals,'" Santa Barbara News-Press
interview with EL
"`Con Man' Leven Again in Prison," Santa Barbara News-Press, Sept. 23, 1966
FR to AB, Sept. 23, 1966
on proposed sale of LSH to University of Illinois Foundation
FR to AB, Sept. 25, 1966
on proposed sale of LSH to University of Illinois Foundation
Photo of AB with visiting members of IOC
"Saxon Sacked?" Human Events, Oct. 22, 1966
related to EL
Heinz Schöbel to FR, Oct. 24, 1966
FR to AB, Oct. 31, 1966
on LSH
FR to AB, memo, Nov. 4, 1966
on LSH
FR to AB, memo, Nov. 4, 1966
on EPr sale
AB to FR, postcard, Nov. 8, 1966
on college athletics
FR to AB, Dec. 1, 1966
on LSH
AB to FR, Dec. 5, 1966
FR to AB, Dec. 15, 1966
on proposed sale of LSH

Folder 21: Jan. - Aug. 1967

"Brundage Threatens to Take Back Art Gift," Chicago Tribune, Jan. 31, 1967
"People," Time, Feb. 10, 1967
on AB's threat to repossess art donated to San Francisco
AB to FR, postcard, Feb. 12, 1967
on AB
AB to FR, postcard, Feb. 19, 1967
Subpoena of FR by United State District Court, Southern District of Texas--Corpus Christi Division,  
Feb. 14, 1967  
on LSH records concerning Rosa Martin
FR to AB, Feb. 15, 1967  
on LSH
FR to AB, Feb. 22, 1967  
on LSH, Montecito Inn, EL
FR application for Lebanon visa, Feb. 21, 1967
FR application for Japan visa, ca. Feb. 21, 1967
FR application for China visa, Feb. 21, 1967
FR application for entry into Iran, Feb. 21, 1967
FR to AB, Mar. 3, 1967  
on LSH
AB to FR, postcard
"S.F. `Accepts' Terms for Brundage Art," Chicago Tribune, Mar. 29, 1967
FR to AB, Apr. 11, 1967  
on Olympics files
FR to AB, Apr. 13, 1967  
on AB art collection donated to San Francisco
on South African participation in Olympics
"Olympic Irony"  
on social events during Tehran IOC meeting
Programme du Sejour au Liban des Membres du Comite International Olympique [Program of the  
stay in Lebanon of the members of the IOC], May 12-15, 1967
"Avery Brundage Istanbul'a Geldi," in Turkish, May 16, 1967
Program of the Chapter of Spring, 312nd chapter of the Confraternity of the Knights of the Wine-  
taster, ca. May 20, 1967
Speech by Jacques Chevignard, Great Chamberlain of the Confraternity of the Wine-taster, on the  
enthronement of AB to the degree of "Commander of the Wine-taster," in French with  
English translation, May 20, 1967
"The last living amateur is still a king among kings," Sports Illustrated, May 22, 1967  
on AB at IOC meeting
Johann W. Westerhoff, Secretary General of IOC, to FR, telegram, May 24, 1967  
on resignation of Meuwly
FR to AB, June 8, 1967  
on proposed sale of LSH
AB to FR, June 13, 1967  
on LSH
AB to FR, June 14, 1967  
on LSH expenses
FR to AB, June 15, 1967
on stock sales, LSH
AB to FR, postcard, June 16, 1967
FR to AB, June 19, 1967
on LSH
"Teheran report," by Georg von Opel, in German with English translation, Olympisches Feuer, June 1967
on IOC
FR to AB, June 22, 1967
on LSH management, AB's taxes
La Salle Madison Hotel Co., Notice of Annual Meeting and Annual Report to Shareholders
AB, handwritten note and payment schedule for proposed sale of LSH to University of Illinois Foundation, ca. June 1967
Henry H. Hsu to FR, June 30, 1967
FR to AB, July 4, 1967
on FR's salary and bonus
FR to Mme. L. Zanchi, July 18, 1967
FR to Johann W. Westerhoff, July 26, 1967
Johann W. Westerhoff to FR, June 28, 1967
on MB
AB to FR, July 19, 1967
Mme. L. Zanchi to FR, July 28, 1967
on IOC
AB to FR, postcard, July 30, 1967
FR to Henry H. Hsu, Aug. 3, 1967
on AB's birthday party
Henry H. Hsu to FR, July 29, 1967
FR to AB, Aug. 3, 1967
on LSH
"Hat die Sowjetunion wirklich keine Höhentrainingszentren?" [Does the Soviet Union really have no advanced training centers?], AB press conference, Aug. 7, 1967
FR to AB, memo, Aug. 30, 1967
on executive meeting of IOC
FR to Johann W. Westerhoff, Aug. 26, 1967
on executive meeting of IOC, AB's birthday party
Johann W. Westerhoff to FR, Aug. 24, 1967
Aníbal Vieira, General Secretary of Portuguese Olympic Committee, to Johann W. Westerhoff, Aug. 9, 1967
Johann W. Westerhoff to FR, Aug. 31, 1967
on AB's birthday party
Johann W. Westerhoff, announcement of AB's birthday party, Aug. 30, 1967

Folder 22: Sept. - Dec. 1967

Johann W. Westerhoff to José de Clark, Vice-President of IOC, Sept. 4, 1967
on AB's birthday party
Johann W. Westerhoff to FR, Sept. 4, 1967
on AB's birthday party
FR to Willi Daume, President of Organizing Committee, Munich Olympics, Sept. 5, 1967
on AB's birthday party
Willi Daume to FR, Aug. 29, 1967
on AB's birthday party
FR to Willi Daume, Aug. 22, 1967
on AB's birthday party
Willi Daume to FR, Aug. 2, 1967
on AB's birthday party
Draft of request for governmental expressions of interest in Olympic movement for AB's birthday party
"Suggested remarks for Mr. Brundage" with handwritten revisions by AB
Interview with AB, German Television channel 2 (ZDF), Sept. 29, 1967
Joanne C. Unkovsky, Corresponding Secretary of the Civic Committee to Honor Avery Brundage, request for governmental expressions of interest in Olympic movement, Sept. 8, 1967
José de J. Clark to Johann W. Westerhoff, Sept. 9, 1967
on AB's birthday party
FR to AB, Sept. 11, 1967
on Deutsche Rundfunk interview
FR to AB, Sept. 11, 1967
on José de J. Clark, AB's birthday party
FR to Mme. Zanchi, Sept. 22, 1967
"Avery Brundage To Be Honored," Santa Barbara News-Press, Sept. 24, 1967
Quotation by Elihu Root used in speech by David D. Henry at AB's birthday party
Invitation to AB's birthday party
"IOC-Präsident Avery Brundage 80 Jahre alt" [IOC-President Avery Brundage 80 years old], biography of AB, Sporting wire service, Sept. 25, 1967
Menu, AB's birthday party
Food and service requirements for reception and dinner, AB's birthday party
Johann W. Westerhoff, telegram
FR to employees
on AB's birthday party
Drafts of speech by AB at birthday party with handwritten revisions by AB
Remarks by David D. Henry, president, University of Illinois, at AB's birthday party, Sept. 29, 1967
List of gifts presented to AB, Sept. 28 and 29, 1967
List of foreign guests, including U. S. IOC members
List of messages, cablegrams and letters
"City to Get $100,000 Fountain," Chicago's American, Sept. 30, 1967
FR to Willi Daume, Oct. 4, 1967
Willi Daume to FR, Sept. 21, 1967
on AB's birthday party
FR to Ivar Vind, Danish member of IOC, Oct. 4, 1967
  on AB's birthday party
Ivar Vind to FR, Sept. 19, 1967
  on AB's birthday party
FR to Ivar Vind, Sept. 15, 1967
  on AB's birthday party
Ivar Vind to FR, Sept. 11, 1967
  on AB's birthday party
FR to AB, Oct. 6, 1967
  on Santa Barbarans' birthday tribute to AB
"Mr. Olympics," editorial tribute to AB, Chicago Tribune, Oct. 8, 1967
James Worrall, President of Canadian Olympic Association, to FR, Oct. 17, 1967
FR to AB, Oct. 24, 1967
  on proposed sale of LSH to Samuel Schulman
Tiene (?) Hiller, IOC, to FR, Oct. 25, 1967
FR to AB, memo, Nov. 3, 1967
  on La Salle Madison stock dividend
FR to AB, memo, Nov. 6, 1967
  on LSH income tax
FR to AB, memo, Nov. 10, 1967
  on La Salle Madison stock dividend
FR to Frantisek Kroutil, Czechoslovakian Olympic Committee, Nov. 15, 1967
Frantisek Kroutil to FR, Oct. 24, 1967
Marte R. Gomez, Mexican member of IOC, to FR, Nov. 22, 1967
FR to AB, Nov. 24, 1967
  on LSH income tax
Frantisek Kroutil to FR, Nov. 29, 1967
FR to AB, Nov. 29, 1967
  on LSH
FR to AB, Dec. 1, 1967
  on LSH
AB to FR, Dec. 5, 1967
Travel itinerary for Messrs. Schöbel and Rehan drawn up by FR, Dec. 14, 1967
  on proposed Negro boycott of Olympics
  on proposed Negro boycott of Olympics
"Brundage takes umbrage," by the McWhirter twins, newspaper clipping, ca. 1967
  on accusations of bigotry
Johann W. Westerhoff, 1968 IOC schedule, Dec. 18, 1967
AB to FR, postcard, Dec. 21, 1967

Folder 23: Jan. - Feb. 1968  Missing

Johann W. Westerhoff to FR, Jan. 18, 1968
   on IOC
   on proposed Negro boycott of Olympics
"Mondovision," cartoon, Grenoble, 1968
"Swedish Sports Observer: USA and Olympic Games"
   proposed exclusion of U.S. from Olympics because of Vietnam War
Opening speech by AB, 66th session of IOC, Grenoble, Feb. 1, 1968
"Solennelle ouverture de la 66me session du C.I.O." [Solemn opening of the 66th session of the IOC], newspaper clipping, Feb. 2, 1968
"Avery Brundage met en cause les jeux d'hiver et toute l'évolution du sport" [Avery Brundage questions the winter games and the entire evolution of sport], L'Equipe, Feb. 2, 1968
on AB's opening remarks at IOC session
"M. Avery Brundage est content: Il a condamné les jeux d'hiver" [Mr. Avery Brundage is satisfied: he has condemned the winter games], L'Equipe, Feb. 2, 1968
"Le president du C.I.O. a reçu l'hommage des moins de 10 ans" [The president of the IOC receives homage from those under ten], newspaper clipping, Feb. 4, 1968
on AB's meeting with children of Grenoble
Speech by Giulio Onesti on the NOCs, IOC session at Grenoble, Feb. 2-5, 1968
"In Sped the Ancients," Sports Illustrated, Feb. 26, 1968
on Grenoble Winter Olympics
"Cet indomptable M. Brundage..." [That indomitable Mr. Brundage...], Aurore, Feb. 8, 1968
on amateurism
AB to VEB Bekleidungswerke, Vestis Brigade Voelkerfreundschaft, telegram, Feb. 8, 1968
on proposed development of Olympia, Greece and environs as cultural and tourist center
editorial on readmission of South Africa to Olympics
From Sports Illustrated, Feb. 19, 1968
   Cover, photo of Peggy Fleming
   "Over the Scattered Bones Came Jean-Claude"
   "The Perils of Peggy and a Great Silver Raid"
on Grenoble Winter Olympics
"Olympiade und Politik" [Olympiad and politics], Woche (Switzerland), Feb. 21, 1968
on South African readmission to Olympics
AB, announcement of special meeting of Executive Board of IOC, Mar. 1, 1968
"Mexico Plea to Bring Up New Meeting," Chicago Tribune, Mar. 2, 1968
   on South Africa question
"A Bad Week for Mr. B," Sports Illustrated, Mar. 11, 1968
   on South Africa question
Roy J. Ravenfeld, Jr. to FR, Mar. 15, 1968
   on Ravenfeld's mother's Social Security
   on attack on AB
AB to FR, Mar. 18, 1968
   on LSH management
AB statement defending readmission of South Africa to Olympics, Mar. 18, 1968
FR to AB, Mar. 20, 1968
   on LSH management
Harris, Kerr, Forster & Co. to FR, Mar. 25, 1968
   on LSH management
MB to FR, Apr. 9, 1968
   on South Africa question
"Olympics were never worthwhile," by Bob Billings, South Africa, April 1968
"Brundage Here for Vital Talks," The Star (Johannesburg), Apr. 15, 1968
"Teken Oor Sa En Die," photo, Die Transvaler (Johannesburg), Apr. 16, 1968
"IOK-Voorsitter Praat Baie--Maar Sê Niks," Die Vaderland (Johannesburg), Apr. 16, 1968
"Vital Day of Talks on Olympic Chances," The Star (Johannesburg), Apr. 16, 1968
"Brundage To Talk With South Africa," Chicago Sun-Times, Apr. 16, 1968
"Brundage in South Africa for Meeting," Chicago Tribune, Apr. 16, 1968
"New Doubt on Games," Rand Daily Mail (Johannesburg), Apr. 16, 1968
"Brundage Has Tight Lip About Visit," Beacon-News (Aurora, Ill.), Apr. 16, 1968
Photo of AB with Frank Braun, chairman of South African Olympic Committee, and Reg Honey,
   South African representative on IOC, Rand Daily Mail (Johannesburg), Apr. 17, 1968
"Brundage's trip news to others at I.O.C.," Rand Daily Mail (Johannesburg), Apr. 17, 1968
"Brundage Hou Nog Sy Geheim," Die Transvaler (Johannesburg), Apr. 17, 1968
"Brundage Holding South Africa `Chat,'" Chicago Defender, Apr. 17, 1968
"S.A. not asked to quit Games," The Star (Johannesburg), Apr. 18, 1968
"Brundage verhandelt mit NOK Südafrikas" [Brundage talks with South African NOC], Die Welt,
   Apr. 18, 1968
Lunch menu, Kruger Park, South Africa, Apr. 18, 1968
AB statement, Johannesburg, text by FR with corrections by AB, Apr. 19, 1968
"South Africa Tops Agenda at I.O.C. Meeting," The Star, (Johannesburg), Apr. 19, 1968
FR to GR, telegram, Apr. 17, 1968
"And now France threatens to quit," Rand Daily Mail (Johannesburg), Apr. 19, 1968
"South Africa--1968," typewritten notes by FR
on South Africa question
Executive session IOC dealing with South Africa question, notes taken and transcribed by FR, Apr. 21, 1968
Photocopy of extract from minutes of executive board meeting, Lausanne, Apr. 20-21, 1968
on South Africa question
"OK Due for S. Africa?" Chicago American, Apr. 20, 1968
"CIO: Aucune Décision" [IOC: No Decision], Tribune de Lausanne, Apr. 21, 1968
on South Africa question
"Veni, Vidy Vici," World Sports, June 1968
on AB at executive board meeting on South Africa question
"Brundage Hints He May Retire From Olympics," Peoria [Ill.] Journal, Apr. 23, 1968
editorial on withdrawal of invitation of South Africa to Olympics
"Right Decision For Wrong Reason," by Red Smith, Apr. 24, 1968
on withdrawal of South Africa invitation
"South Africa Barred from Olympic Games," Chicago Tribune, Apr. 24, 1968
"Brundage Cites World Riots in Olympic Ban on S. Africa," Chicago Tribune, Apr. 25, 1968
on withdrawal of South Africa invitation
FR to GR, telegram, Apr. 24, 1968
"Switcheroo from Yes to Nyet," Sports Illustrated, Apr. 29, 1968
on withdrawal of South Africa invitation
FR to Juan Antonio Samaranch, President of Comite Olimpico Espanol, Apr. 30, 1968
Folder 25: May - Aug. 1968  Missing
MB to FR, May 1, 1968
on publication of AB's speeches
FR to AM, memo, May 2, 1968
on sale of LSH
Codicil to the Will Dated May 3, 1968 of Beatrice G. Thompson, draft
First Codicil to the Will of Beatrice G. Thompson
providing bequest for writing and publication of AB biography
"Invitation Withdrawn," Time, May 3, 1968
on withdrawal of South Africa invitation
"Olympian Retreat," Newsweek, May 6, 1968
on withdrawal of South Africa invitation
Articles and photo from Newsletter, IOC, May 1968
   Photo of AB and the Marquess of Exeter, Commonwealth Games, 1930
   "Mexico without the South Africans"
   Interview with AB by Andrew Mulligan of British TV on Apr. 22, 1968
FR to MB, May 10, 1968
Marquess of Exeter to J. Unkovsky, May 13, 1968
FR to AB, memo, May 16, 1968
   on insurance
FR to AB, May 21, 1968
   on Schöbel book on AB
FR to AB, May 21, 1968
   on widow's award to Mrs. Ravenfeld
FR to Heinz Schöbel, May 21, 1968
   on book on AB
Heinz Schöbel to FR, May 5, 1968
   on book on AB
AB to Heinz Schöbel, May 22, 1968
   on book on AB
AB to Heinz Schöbel, May 23, 1968
   on book on AB
MB to FR, May 24, 1968
AB to FR, May 27, 1968
FR to AB, May 27, 1968
AB to FR, May 23, 1968
   on Schöbel book on AB, design for Foundation on Congress St.
FR to AB, May 28, 1968
   on LSH
AB to FR, May 29, 1968
   on Schöbel book on AB
Obituary of Barbara Fontaine, credit manager of LSH, May 27, 1968
John Fontaine, husband of Barbara Fontaine, to FR, May 31, 1968
"A Flare in the Dark," Sports Illustrated, June 3, 1968
   on withdrawal of South Africa invitation
FR to AB, June 4, 1968
   on Johann W. Westerhoff
FR to Elizabeth Brundage, June 5, 1968
   on directorship of LSH
R. S. Alexander, Kenyan member of IOC, to FR, June 6, 1968
MB to FR, June 6, 1968
AB to MB, June 16, 1968
FR to AB, June 19, 1968
   on alleged campaign of Johann W. Westerhoff against AB
Heinz Schöbel to FR, June 25, 1968
   on book on AB
AB to FR, postcard, June 25, 1968
MB to FR, June 25, 1968
   on publication of AB's speeches
FR to AB, July 9, 1968
   on LSH, Johann Westerhoff, Schöbel book on AB
FR to AB, July 10, 1968
   on Johann Westerhoff, publication of AB's speeches
FR to AB, memo, July 15, 1968
   on July 14 bombing of Mexican Tourist Office
MB to FR, postcard, July 11, 1968
AB to FR, postcard, July 11, 1968
Minutes of informal meeting of Executive Board of IOC, July 23, 1968
   on Johann W. Westerhoff's hiring of General Reinderhoff as assistant
Minutes of informal meeting of Executive Board of IOC, as above, draft with corrections, July 23, 1968
FR to MB, Aug. 5, 1968
   on Reinderhoff affair
FR to AB, Aug. 13, 1968
   on Reinderhoff affair
MB to FR
   on Johann W. Westerhoff, Reinderhoff affair

   on 1936 Olympic boycott movement

Folder 27: Sept. - Dec. 1968     Missing

   on reelection of AB as president of IOC
FR notes, Mexico City, 1968
   on temporary incapacity of AB
FR notes, Mexico City, 1968
   on shootings of student demonstrators
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 8, 1968
   on continuation as president of IOC
Robert J. Caverly, Chairman, Sky Chefs, Inc., to FR
   on possible sale of LSH
   on proposed resignation of AB as president of IOC
MB to FR, Sept. 11, 1968
on Johann W. Westerhoff
AB to Jan Staubo, Norwegian member of IOC, Sept. 15, 1968
FR to AB, anti-Democrat joke, Sept. 26, 1968
Articles from Sports Illustrated, Sept. 30, 1968
  on Mexico City games
    "Games in Trouble," by John Underwood
    "The Third Force"
      photos of Olympic athletes from smaller nations
    "Favorites for Medals in Mexico"
    "Lost Laughter," by John Underwood
      on Kenyan athletes
FR to AB, handwritten notes, Mexico City, Sept. 30, 1968
FR to AB, handwritten notes, Mexico City, Sept. 30, 1968
  on rumors concerning AB
List, recipients of the Avery Brundage gold medal
Statement by AB on behalf of executive board of IOC, Oct. 3, 1968
  on demonstrations by Mexican students
Opening statement, Mexico City games
  on La Salle Madison Corp. escrow fund
Ab to Andersen Nexö, Oct. 5, 1968
  on Schöbel book on AB
Certificate, award of Avery Brundage Foundation Medal of Merit to FR
FR, letter, Oct. 8, 1968
"IOC Re-elects Brundage, 81, as President," Los Angeles Times, Oct. 11, 1968
Excerpt of article on protest by black American athletes at Mexico City games, Ramparts
Richard J. Daley, Mayor of Chicago, to FR, Oct. 15, 1968
FR to AB, Nov. 4, 1968
  on LSH
"Die olympische Welt spaltet sich immer mehr" [The Olympic world splits more and more], Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Nov. 5, 1968
"Judge Westwich Honored," photo of AB awarding Judge Atwell Westwich the Brundage Gold Medal, Nov. 10, 1968
Julien J. Studley to FR, Dec. 11, 1968
  offer to buy LSH
"Brundage hat doch recht" [Yet Brundage is in the right], by Kaspar Wolf, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Nov. 17, 1968
  on Olympics
"Lohnt sich der Einsatz?" [Is it worth the effort?], Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Nov. 17, 1968
  on sharpshooting
MB to FR, Nov. 25, 1968
  on proposed reorganization of IOC office
FR to AB, memo, Nov. 27, 1968
  on Johann W. Westerhoff
FR to AB, memo, Dec. 19, 1968
  on Studley offer to buy LSH
FR to AB, memo, Dec. 6, 1968
  on insurance
"Les Manoeuvres d'A. Brundage" [The maneuvers of A. Brundage], by Serge Lang, English translation, Feuille d'Avis de Lausanne, Dec. 5, 1968
  on Karnebeek report on Winter Olympics
Douglas F. Roby to Frank J. Hayden, director of physical education and recreation, Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation, Dec. 6, 1968
  on use of "Special Olympics" name
  on amateurism
  on licensing deals by sports federations
FR to AB, memo, Dec. 27, 1968
  on reorganization of IOC office
Dieter Reholm (?) to FR, postcard, Dec. 30, 1968

Folder 28: Jan. - July 1969

FR to AB, memo, Jan. 6, 1969
  on reorganization of IOC office
H. O. Farber, Vice President and Comptroller, University of Illinois, to AB, Jan. 10, 1969
  on proposed sale of LSH to University of Illinois Foundation
Jan Steler to FR, Jan. 15, 1969
AB to FR, Jan. 20, 1969
  on Johann W. Westerhoff, proposed sale of LSH to University of Illinois Foundation
Bert Isatitsch, Federation International de Luge de Course, to FR, Jan. 23, 1969
  on Austrian candidate for IOC
Jan Steler to FR, Jan. 24, 1969
"Besuch aus America bei den 'Zuger Nachrichten'" [Visit to the 'Zuger Nachrichten' from America], Zugernachrichten, Feb. 7, 1969
  on visit by FR; includes photo of FR and editor
Julien J. Studley to FR, Feb. 7, 1969
  on proposed sale of LSH
FR to Bert Isatitsch, Feb. 12, 1969
  on attack on AB
Clipping, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Feb. 14, 1969
on AB plans to resign after 1972
"Brundage hart kritisiert" [Brundage harshly criticized], Die Welt, Feb. 15, 1969
on Westerhoff attack on AB
"Brundage hits out at 'Alpine circus,'" interview with AB, Daily Telegraph, Feb. 15, 1969
"Je n'ai jamais contacté Killy" [I never contacted Killy], Tribune de Lausanne, Feb. 16, 1969
on interview above; AB denies having asked Killy to return medals
MB to FR, Feb. 19, 1969
FR to AB, memo, Feb. 24, 1969
on "The Third World," by Franco Nogueira
Speech on threats to Olympics, rough draft, Feb. 24, 1969
FR to MB, Feb. 26, 1969
FR to Hugh Weir, Feb. 26, 1969
FR, handwritten note, Mar. 5-7, 1969
on death and burial of FB
Quote from Calvin Coolidge, "Nothing in the World Can Take the Place of Persistence," copied out by FR, Mar. 11, 1969
Obituary of FB, Chicago Tribune, Mar. 6, 1969
MB to FR, Mar. 6, 1969
Alexandra Vind to FR, Mar. 10, 1969
FR to Alexandra Vind, Mar. 14, 1969
Consent to informal action by the directors of La Salle Madison Hotel Company (signed by AB, Elizabeth Brundage, FR and two others), Mar. 14, 1969
"'There Is No Better Than Me,'" Time, Mar. 21, 1969
on criminal lawyer Percy Foreman
Handwritten statement by Marquess of Exeter, Mar. 10, 1969
on amateur track scandal
"No Goody Two-Shoes," Sports Illustrated, Mar. 10, 1969
on amateur track scandal
"Brundage Wants to Be Surrounded by Slaves," interview with Johann Westerhoff, English translation, Sport, Mar. 19, 1969
"Hi-yo, Silver," Newsweek, Mar. 31, 1969
on Tonopah, Nev.
FR to MB, Apr. 4, 1969
Lord Killanin to MB, Apr. 8, 1969
Lord Killanin to MB, Apr. 8, 1969
AB to FR, Apr. 16, 1969
on LSH
Henry H. Hsu to FR, Apr. 17, 1969
on Hsu's nomination as Republic of China member of IOC
FR to AB, Apr. 21, 1969
on Henry H. Hsu
FR to MB, Apr. 22, 1969
MB to FR, Apr. 15, 1969
"Crime in Mexico City," International Herald Tribune, Apr. 15, 1969
"Brundage likely to recall track medals next," Chicago Daily News, Apr. 23, 1969
MB to AB, Apr. 24, 1969
FR to Henry H. Hsu, Apr. 29, 1969
  on Hsu's nomination to IOC
Key Young Chang, Korean member of IOC, to AB, May 1, 1969
  on designation of North Korean Olympic Committee
FR to AB, May 5, 1969
  on newspaper articles on Winter Games, possibility of AB resigning as president of IOC
MB to AB, May 13, 1969
Union de Banques Suisses to IOC, May 12, 1969
FR to AB, May 15, 1969
  on visas for Korean delegation to Warsaw meeting of IOC
Receipt for check from Percy Uris, May 15, 1969
MB to FR, May 21, 1969
  on Artur Takac, Technical Director of IOC
Edward Aubrey, Vice President of Julien J. Studley, Inc., to William Purcell, Vice President of Uris Building Corporation
  on proposed sale of LSH
  on alpine skiing controversy
Denis D. McIlwodie to FR, May 30, 1969
Wonkyung Lee, Secretary General of Korean Olympic Committee, to MB, May 30, 1969
  on designation of North Korean Olympic Committee
AB, Address for the Opening Ceremony of the 68th IOC Session, Warsaw, June 6, 1969
MB to FR, June 18, 1969
  on fees due from AB
FR to AB, June 19, 1969
  on Four Dimensions, possible sale of LSH
FR to MB, July 17, 1969
FR to MB, July 17, 1969
  on IOC affairs
MB to FR, July 11, 1969
AB to Elizabeth Brundage, July 28, 1969
Heinz Schöbel to FR, July 31, 1969
  on film of AB art collection


FR to MB, Aug. 20, 1969
  on "Olympianus" brand watches, Four Dimensions
Wun Shu Sheng to AB, June 5, 1969
  on "Olympianus" brand watches
MB to René Retornaz, Director of Swiss Federation of Associations of Watchmakers, Aug. 21, 1969
on "Olympianus" brand watches
FR to Heinz Schöbel, Aug. 22, 1969
FR to AB, Aug. 26, 1969
on LSH
MB to FR, Aug. 27, 1969
on "Olympianus" brand watches, Four Dimensions
FR to AB, Aug. 28, 1969
on proposed sale of LSH
FR to AB, Aug. 28, 1969
on proposed sale of LSH
AB to Heinz Schöbel, Sept. 3, 1969
on film of AB art collection, East German sports program
AB to FR, Sept. 3, 1969
on Blue Cross and Blue Shield payments
"Definitely better men really to succeed Brundage?" by Leo Strasser, English translation, Sport (Basle), Sept. 7, 1969
MB to René Retornaz, Sept. 9, 1969
on "Olympianus" brand watches
Roger Coulon, President of International Amateur Wrestling Federation, to FR, Sept. 10, 1969
Donald Schnabel, Vice President of Julien J. Studley, Inc., to FR, Sept. 11, 1969
FR to Julien Studley, Sept. 11, 1969
on proposed sale of LSH
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 11, 1969
on proposed sale of LSH
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 12, 1969
on proposed sale of LSH
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 17, 1969
on proposed sale of MCC
"Trades Probe Delayed; 500 Workers Jam Room," Chicago Tribune, Sept. 25, 1969
on meeting held at LSH
Return of deposit from Uris Building Corp., in regard to proposed sale of LSH
MB to FR, Oct. 13, 1969
on "Olympianus" brand watch
R. S. Alexander to FR, Oct. 15, 1969
"Spiel mit der Feuer" [Playing with fire], Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Oct. 31, 1969
on Zürich vote on Olympics
critique of Olympics
MB to FR, Nov. 1, 1969
"Mature in economic respects," English translation, Tages Anzeiger (Zürich), Nov. 5, 1969
on Italian comments on Zürich rejection of Olympics
on Giulio Onesti and association of NOCs
"Guard Slays Robber in Hotel; Wounded in Fight with Bandit," Chicago Tribune, Nov. 17, 1969
Der Spiegel to AB, Nov. 26, 1969
on interview with AB
Edited text of Der Spiegel interview with AB, Nov. 23, 1969
Julien J. Studley to FR, telegram, Nov. 28, 1969
on proposed sale of LSH
FR to Elizabeth Brundage (reply on reverse), Dec. 3, 1968
FR to AB, Dec. 5, 1969
on LSH
AB to FR, Dec. 9, 1969
FR to AB, Dec. 9, 1969
on LSH
FR to AB, Dec. 17, 1969
on LSH
Henry H. Hsu to FR, Dec. 19, 1969
on decorations received by AB
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Vladimir Stoytchev, Bulgarian member of IOC, to AB
on 1971 Olympic Congress
AB to Roy P. Basler, chief of Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Feb. 20, 1970
on disposition of AB personal papers
"Death of His Excellency Mohammed Taber [former assistant to president of IOC]," Olympic Review, Jan. 1970
Biographical entry for Mohammed Taber
"Equus Caballus," by Calvin Tomkins (with handwritten comment by FR), New Yorker, Jan. 24, 1970
contains humorous allusion to AB
Richard Nixon to AB, Jan. 31, 1970
congratulations on receipt of AAU Veterans Award
MB to FR, Feb. 3, 1970
on suspected plot to oust AB
FR to Henry H. Hsu, Feb. 3, 1970
on Hsu nomination to IOC
Artur Takac to AB, Feb. 12, 1970
on newspaper report of connection between Soviet Olympic figure and espionage affair
Handwritten notes, meeting of Executive Board of IOC with Finance Committee, Feb. 21, 1970
on MB's salary
AB to Giulio Onesti, Feb. 21, 1970
on candidacy of Florence for 21st Olympic Games
Christian Jannette, Director of Protocol, Organizing Committee for the Munich Games, to FR, Feb. 26, 1970
on sending press releases to FR
MB to FR, Feb. 27, 1970
  on opposition to AB
Werner Schneider, ZDF, to FR, in German with English translation, Mar. 4, 1970
  on proposed TV interview with AB
"The Name Is the Name of the Game," Sports Illustrated, Mar. 9, 1970
  on payments to amateur skiers by manufacturers and 1972 Olympics
FR to AB, memo, Mar. 10, 1970
  on AB's speech "Olympic Games in Danger"
"Ex-executive sought in $15 million loss," Chicago Daily News, with handwritten comment by FR,
  Mar. 10, 1970
  on Yale Izaks
FR to Christian Jannette, Mar. 10, 1970
FR to DM, Mar. 10, 1970
DM to FR, Feb. 26, 1970
"Winter & Hirsch Says Audit Finds Receivables Inflated by $13 Million," Wall Street Journal,
  Mar. 10, 1970
  on Yale Izaks
Suggestion that AB stop in Tokyo
"Winter & Hirsch Names Former Officer, Izaks, In Suits for $30 Million," Wall Street Journal,
  Mar. 12, 1970
Christian Jannette to FR, Mar. 16, 1970
AB to NOCs and members of IOC, in French and English, Mar. 16, 1970
  on Giulio Onesti and the Permanent General Assembly of the NOCs
Henry H. Hsu to FR, Mar. 16, 1970
  on nomination to IOC
DM to FR, Mar. 25, 1970
  on AB letter above concerning Onesti and PGA of NOCs
FR to MB, Mar. 26, 1970
FR to E. L. Niederhauser, General Manager of Lausanne Palace, Mar. 26, 1970
MB to FR, Mar. 20, 1970
E. L. Niederhauser to IOC, Mar. 8, 1970
"Is Los Angeles a Three-Newspaper Kind of Town?" Los Angeles magazine
  on EL
John B. Kilroy, President of Los Angeles 1976 Olympic Committee, to AB, Apr. 1, 1970
  on members of LAOC and committees created by LAOC
Henry J. Muller, Senior Vice President of First National City Bank, to FR, Apr. 6, 1970
John B. Kilroy to AB, Apr. 7, 1970
  on distribution of surplus funds from proposed 1976 Los Angeles Olympics
FR to MB, Apr. 10, 1970
FR to Director, Internal Revenue Service Center, Apr. 10, 1970
  on LSH unemployment tax
FR to AB, excerpt from memo
  calling on AB to denounce unqualified members of IOC
on student rebels
FR to AB, memo, Apr. 14, 1970
  on Onesti response to AB letter
Giulio Onesti to AB, Apr. 3, 1970
  on AB letter on Onesti and PGA of NOCs
FR to AB, Apr. 14, 1970
  on proposed sale of LSH, Liquor Liability, FR employment contract
Henry H. Hsu to FR, Apr. 18, 1970
  on nomination to IOC
MB to AB, telegram
FR to Jonkheer Herman van Karnebeek, Dutch member of IOC, nite letter, Apr. 22, 1970
FR to Henry H. Hsu, nite letter, Apr. 22, 1970
  on Hsu's nomination to IOC
MB to FR, Apr. 22, 1970
  on AB's speech for opening of Amsterdam session of IOC
FR to AB, memo, Apr. 22, 1970
  on proposal by Georg von Opel for IOC fund drive
MB to FR, Apr. 29, 1970
Philippe Henchoz, President of Executive Committee, Sion Office of Tourism, to FR, Apr. 29, 1970
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Philippe Henchoz to FR, May 8, 1970
Olympic Review, May 1970
  on Amsterdam meeting of IOC; includes AB press conference
Petition nominating Henry Hsu as IOC member, May 12, 1970
FR to Denis D. McIlw down, phone message, May 13, 1970
  on South Africa question
Note on executive session of Executive Board decision on supervision of Lausanne office, May 16, 1970
Pen sketch of Marquess of Exeter
"Herr Hsu mit vielen Adressen und Berufen" [Mr. Hsu with many addresses and occupations],
  Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, May 16, 1970
  on Hsu's election to IOC
Henry H. Hsu to FR, May 25, 1970
  on election to IOC
"The IOC clocks work differently," English translation, Olympisches Feuer, June 1970
  on Amsterdam session of IOC
Henry H. Hsu to FR, June 6, 1970
FR to AB, memo, June 7, 1970
  on proposed sale of Montecito Inn
Douglas F. Roby to officers of USOC, June 9, 1970
  on use of name "Special Olympics"
"Der Schwarze Dienstag des IOC" [The IOC's Black Tuesday], by Anatolij Tschaikowskij, German
translation, Sowjetskij Sport, June 10, 1970
on rejection of Moscow as site for 1976 Olympics
FR to DM, June 10, 1970
FR to MB, June 10, 1970
MB to FR, May 22, 1970
FR to Henry H. Hsu, June 10, 1970
on Hsu's election to IOC
DM to FR, May 26, 1970
Lord Killanin to MB, June 10, 1970
on minutes of Warsaw and Amsterdam meetings of IOC
Lord Killanin to MB, June 10, 1970
on Mr. Fliegner's misuse of IOC address
Lord Killanin to AB, June 12, 1970
on appointment of public relations firm for IOC, possible conflicts of interest involving IOC members
AB to Lord Killanin, July 3, 1970
on rumored conflict of interest involving AB, appointment of public relations firm for IOC
"Ex-'Bus Baron' Turns Publisher," Santa Barbara, Calif., News-Press, June 12, 1970
on EL
John B. Kilroy to AB, June 15, 1970
on rejection of Los Angeles bid for 1976 Games
Report of Los Angeles 1976 Olympic Committee on bid at Amsterdam for 1976 Games
DM to FR, June 15, 1970
"Jean de Beaumont a gagné le 60 mètres des écrivains-sportifs en 7" 3/10" [Jean de Beaumont wins the sportsman-writers' 60 meters in 7" 3/10], France-Soir
AB to FR, June 15, 1970
on fire insurance
MB to FR, June 16, 1970
FR to Alexandra Vind, June 17, 1970
Henry H. Hsu to FR, June 18, 1970
FR to AB, June 18, 1970
on LSH, EL
AB to FR, June 18, 1970
FR to AB, June 19, 1970
on LSH, AB's investments
AB to FR, June 23, 1970
on possible sale of Montecito Inn
"During a Press-Conference CONI workers challenge Onesti," English translation from Italian, first half of 1970
FR to AB, memo
on proposed sale of LSH
AB to John B. Kilroy, July 10, 1970
response to report on Amsterdam bid
Heinz Schöbel to FR, July 10, 1970
"La Soiree `Olympique' de Chamonix" [The `Olympic' party at Chamonix], Dauphine Libéré, July 10, 1970
  on AB visit to Chamonix
FR to E. Petralias, President of International Olympic Academy, July 14, 1970
E. Petralias and Th. Paphathanassiadis, President of Hellenic Olympic Committee, to FR, Mar. 13, 1970
E. Petralias to FR, June 22, 1970
MB to Artur Takac, memo, July 15, 1970
  on medical brochure
MB to Artur Takac, memo, July 15, 1970
  on holidays
MB to Artur Takac, memo, July 15, 1970
  on holidays
Artur Takac to MB, memo, July 15, 1970
  on brochure on sex and doping control
FR to BT, July 16, 1970
  on Montecito Inn
MB to FR, July 21, 1970
"Russians Again Hit at Brundage," newspaper clipping, ca. July 1970
John B. Kilroy to AB, July 29, 1970
  on report on Amsterdam bid
Roy P. Basler to FR, July 29, 1970
Alexandra Vind to FR, July 31, 1970
Gaston Meyer, editor of L'Equipe, to AB, in French with English translation, Aug. 11, 1970
  on false report of conflict of interest involving AB
AB to Edgar S. Tanner, Australian Olympic Federation, Aug. 15, 1970
"At last! Facts bared on Olympics," Chicago Today, Aug. 21, 1970
  on etymologies of sports terms
FR to AB, memo, Aug. 25, 1970
  on 1968 Special Olympics convention at LSH
  on Olympic meeting tapes
M. Stacey to FR, Aug. 21, 1970
  on Olympic meeting tapes
FR to MB, Aug. 26, 1970


  on Aspen, Colo.
FR to Arpad Csanadi, Bulgarian member of IOC, Sept. 2, 1970
  on AB's 83rd birthday
FR to AB, Sept. 5, 1970
on proposed sale of LSH
Arpad Csanadi to FR, telegram, Sept. 11, 1970
Henry H. Hsu to FR, Sept. 17, 1970
"Hungary," National Geographic, April 1971
Draft program for AB visit to Hungary, Sept. 23-28, 1970
"How to Make It in Eastern Europe," Newsweek, Apr. 5, 1971
Notes by FR written on title page of draft program, Sept. 24-25, 1970
on AB visit to Hungary
Program for AB visit to Greece, Sept. 28-30, 1970
Invitation to celebration of 75 years of Hungary in Olympics, Sept. 25, 1970
Menu, AB's 83rd birthday dinner, Sept. 28, 1970
Agenda, Executive Board, IOC, Oct. 3-4, 1970
AB to FR, postcard, Oct. 12, 1970
FR to MB, Oct. 15, 1970
A. Louis Zgoll-Wallburg, of Deffu-Ton-Verlag, to FR, Oct. 21, 1970
Elizabeth Brundage to FR, Oct. 24, 1970
Obituary of Maria Cristina Mujica, Chicago Tribune, Oct. 29, 1970
Check from José de J. Clark to Maria Cristina Mujica, Sept. 8, 1970
Death certificate of Maria Cristina Mujica, Nov. 30, 1970
Will of Maria Cristina Mujica, Oct. 20, 1969
FR to MB, Oct. 28, 1970
MB to FR, Oct. 21, 1970
Address of Sam Bray and number "1000," Oct. 29, 1970
"The Olympics That Almost Weren't," by Don Schollander and Duke Savage, Signature, Nov. 1970
on Mexico City Olympics
"Brundage Sells 96% Holding in La Salle Hotel for $10 Million," Chicago Tribune, Nov. 6, 1970
"La Salle Hotel, One Of Chicago's Oldest, Is Sold for $10 Million," Wall Street Journal, Nov. 6, 1970
MB to FR, Nov. 10, 1970
MB to FR, Nov. 12, 1970
AB to FR, postcard, Nov. 15, 1970
FR to MB, Nov. 16, 1970
on AB's itinerary
FR to AB, Nov. 16, 1970
on sale of LSH, EL
FR to AB, Nov. 19, 1970
on sale of LSH
"From Riches to Rags: Du Pont Heir's Dealings To Acquire Transogram Hastened His Downfall," Wall Street Journal, Nov. 23, 1970
related to EL
mentions EL
related to EL
mentions EL
FR to AB, Nov. 23, 1970
on proposed sale of MCC
FR to Masao Ito, Director, Foreign Relations, Organizing Committee for the XIth Olympic Winter
Games, Nov. 27, 1970
Masao Ito to FR, Oct. 14, 1970
FR to Henry H. Hsu, Nov. 27, 1970
FR to BT, Nov. 27, 1970
on Montecito Inn payments
FR to AB, Nov. 27, 1970
on AB's finances
FR to E. Petralias, Nov. 27, 1970
E. Petralias to FR, Oct. 21, 1970
FR to AB, Nov. 30, 1970
on death of Maria Cristina Mujica, AB's personal security
FR to AB, Dec. 1, 1970
ESC to AB, Dec. 3, 1970
"Drama at the Palace," Fortune, Dec. 1970
mentions EL
ESC to Harmon P. Butler, Vice President of Chase Manhattan Bank, Dec. 3, 1970
on notes from AB
FR to AB, Dec. 3, 1970
on sale of LSH, death of Maria Cristina Mujica
FR to AB, Dec. 4, 1970
on Olympic film
FR to AB, Dec. 7, 1970
Harmon P. Butler to AB, Dec. 8, 1970
on notes to ESC
FR to Sen Yang, President of Republic of China Olympic Committee, Dec. 8, 1970
Avage to "Rodoc Taipei," night cable, Dec. 8, 1970
FR to Sen Yang, Nov. 27, 1970
Sen Yang to FR, Nov. 10, 1970
Invitation Tour Itinerary in Taiwan for AB, Dec. 19-24, 1970
FR to GR, radiogram, Dec. 21, 1970
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Christian Jannette to FR, Jan. 8, 1971
FR to Christian Jannette, Jan. 10, 1971
FR to MB, Jan. 13, 1971
on language of IOC correspondence
FR to AB, Jan. 14, 1971
   on sale of LSH
FR to AB, Jan. 14, 1971
   on disqualification of skiers, minorities and Denver Olympics
AB to FR, postcard, Jan. 14, 1971
AB to FR, telegram, Jan. 17, 1971
MB to FR, Feb. 2, 1971
   on death of Roger Coulon
MB to Pierre Petoud, municipal secretary of Hotel de Ville, Feb. 5, 1971
   on arrangements at Château de Vidy
MB to FR, postcard, Feb. 16, 1971
FR to MB, Feb. 22, 1971
MB to FR, Feb. 16, 1971
MB to FR, postcard, Feb. 22, 1971
FR to Henry H. Hsu, Feb. 25, 1971
   on photographs of trip to Taiwan
FR to MB, Mar. 5, 1971
Henry H. Hsu to FR, Mar. 8, 1971
List of those attending dinner given by AB for Executive Board members, Palace Hotel, Mar. 14, 1971
AB to FR, Apr. 1, 1971
   on taxes
FR to AB, memo, Apr. 1, 1971
   on protests over invitation of Rhodesia to Munich Olympics
MB to AB, Apr. 1, 1971
   on IOC Medical Commission, proposed addition of skibob to Olympics
Artur Takac to Eduardo Hoy, member of IOC Medical Commission, Apr. 1, 1971
Artur Takac to Federation Internationale de Skibob, Mar. 31, 1971
Suat Erler, Turkish member of IOC, to FR, Apr. 1, 1971
AB to Mr. Maynard, of Spink & Son, Ltd., Apr. 2, 1971
   on sale of Egyptian artifacts
FR to AB, Apr. 5, 1971
   on bank accounts
AB to FR, Apr. 7, 1971
AB to FR, Apr. 9, 1971
   on MCC insurance
FR to AB, Apr. 12, 1971
   on MCC insurance
Masao Ito to FR, Apr. 13, 1971
AB to FR, Apr. 14, 1971
   on insurance
FR to Masao Ito, Apr. 15, 1971
AB to FR, Apr. 16, 1971
FR to Juan Antonio Samaranch, Apr. 19, 1971
Juan Antonio Samaranch to FR, Mar. 30, 1971
MB to FR, telephone call, Apr. 21, 1971
  on television rights to Sapporo Olympics
H. O. Farber to FR, May 3, 1971
Photocopy of promissory note drawn by AB payable to ESC, Apr. 26, 1971
"Was There Ever One China," Chicago Tribune, May 2, 1971
  editorial on Taiwan
H. O. Farber to FR, May 3, 1971
FR to Masao Ito, May 3, 1971
Masao Ito to FR, Apr. 27, 1971
  on appearance of AB in Sapporo
AB to FR, telegram, May 13, 1971
AB to Constantin Andrianov, USSR Olympic Committee, May 18, 1971
MB to FR, May 20, 1971
  on office personnel
FR to Masao Ito, May 31, 1971
"For sale: One hunk of American history," Sports Illustrated
  on sale of Squaw Valley, Calif., site of 1960 Winter Olympics
Statement to the Press by Marquess of Exeter on Rhodesian participation in Olympics, Olympic
  Review, June 1971
FR to AB, memo, June 4, 1971
  on Condon column on AB papers
"In the Wake of the News," by David Condon, Chicago Tribune, June 4, 1971
  on AB papers
FR to MB, June 14, 1971
  on illness of Elizabeth Brundage
"Lammot Copeland's Former Paper Plans Los Angeles Comeback," Wall Street Journal, June 15,
  1971
  on EL
FR to Edgar Fried, Austrian Olympic Committee, June 15, 1971
  on slanderous remarks allegedly quoted by AB
Edgar Fried to FR, German with English translation, May 31, 1971
  on slanderous remarks allegedly quoted by AB
FR to AB, June 15, 1971
  on sale of LSH, Schollander book, AB book
  on EL
MB to FR, June 18, 1971
AB to FR, June 21, 1971
  on sale of LSH
AB to FR, June 23, 1971
  on sale of LSH, Santa Barbara properties, San Francisco art museum
FR to Tomoo Sato, Organizing Committee for the Olympic Games Sapporo 1972, July 13, 1971
AB to FR, June 23, 1971
  on AB book on Olympic movement
FR to George Prince of Hanover, former President of International Olympic Academy, June 23, 1971
  on Condon column on AB papers
FR to Glenn Randall, Sports Corps director, June 23, 1971
  on Condon column on AB papers
FR to Mrs. Paul A. Bissinger, June 24, 1971
Marjorie (Mrs. Paul) Bissinger to FR, June 5, 1971
  on AB honors
FR to AB, June 24, 1971
  on sale of LSH, insurance
FR to MB, June 24, 1971
AB to FR, June 28, 1971
  on finances, insurance
DM to FR, June 28, 1971
  on Jeux de France
FR to Tomoo Sato, June 28, 1971
George Wilhelm, Prince of Hanover, to FR, June 29, 1971
  on AB papers
FR to AB, June 29, 1971
  on AB's investments, insurance, AB's taxes, AB's book
"To Mr. President Avery Brundage," by MB, Olympic Review, July 1, 1971
  on death of Elizabeth Brundage
Lord Killanin to FR, telegram, July 5, 1971
FR to Lord Killanin, July 6, 1971
Lord Killanin to FR, July 1971
MB to FR, July 6, 1971
  on death of Elizabeth Brundage
"A M. le President Avery Brundage" by MB, Olympic Review, July 1, 1971
  on death of Elizabeth Brundage
FR to Marte R. Gomez, July 12, 1971
List of USSR sports officials, July 1971
Marte R. Gomez to FR, July 16, 1971
MB to FR, postcard, July 26, 1971
"Wir erwarten Grosses" [We await great things], on Spartakiad, Die Zeit, July 30, 1971
"Olympisches Museum--vom Staube befreit" [Olympic Museum--rescued from dust], Frankfurter Rundschau, July 20, 1971
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  on Pan-Am Games
AB to MB, Aug. 17, 1971
Bert Isatitsch to FR, postcard, Aug. 31, 1971
Olympia Intern, collection of German newspaper articles on Olympics, Sept. 2-5, 1971
"The race for all that Olympic gold," Business Week, Sept. 11, 1971
on licensing of Munich Olympics
Olympia Intern, Sept. 10-13, 1971
"IOC Wants Rhodesians In Olympics," International Herald Tribune, Sept. 16, 1971
Olympia Intern, Sept. 17-20, 1971
"IOC Says Red China Must Make 1st Move," International Herald Tribune, Sept. 18-19, 1971
"6 mögliche Kandidaten für die Nachfolge Avery Brundage's" [6 possible candidates for the succession to Avery Brundage], adidas Magazine No. 2
Speech by AB, Luxemburg, Sept. 1971
FR to AB, Sept. 23, 1971
on investments
MB to FR, postcard, Sept. 25, 1971
AB to FR, Sept. 27, 1971
FR to AB, nite letter, Oct. 1, 1971
Itinerary, trip to Turkey, Oct. 9-10, 1971
FR to MB, Oct. 18, 1971
MB to FR, Oct. 12, 1971
Jürgen Schroeder, President, Organizing Committee for the Games of the XX Olympiad, to FR, Oct. 21, 1971
Björn Kjellström, International Ski Federation, to AB, Oct. 21, 1971
on disqualifications of skiers
"Happy Birthday, Mr. President," Olympic Review, Oct. 1971
on AB's birthday
FR to DM, Oct. 23, 1971
on Giulio Onesti
DM to FR, Oct. 19, 1971
on Giulio Onesti and Count de Beaumont
FR to Juan Antonio Samaranch, Oct. 24, 1971
on AB's check-up
FR to Jan Staubo, Oct. 24, 1971
Juan Antonio Samaranch to FR, telefax, Oct. 20, 1971
on AB's check-up
Giulio Onesti to AB, Oct. 25, 1971
on Solidarite Olympique funds
editorial praising AB
Dianne Boones, Public Affairs Division, Denver Organizing Committee, XII Olympic Winter Games, 1976, to FR, Oct. 27, 1971
on proposed tribute to AB at Sapporo reception
MB to director, Grand Hôtel Continental, Munich, Oct. 29, 1971
Jan Staubo to FR, Oct. 30, 1971
profile of IOC membership
FR to AB, Nov. 1, 1971
on La Salle Madison Corp. taxes
AB to FR, Nov. 3, 1971
on investments
DM to FR, Nov. 5, 1971
MB and AB to FR, postcard, Nov. 15, 1971
FR to Prince George of Hanover, Nov. 17, 1971
Georg Wilhelm, Prince of Hanover, to FR, Oct. 30, 1971
on article in Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
AB to FR, Nov. 18, 1971
Photo of Henry Kissinger with handwritten note by Roy Steffen "Note resemblance to F. R"
FR to AB, Nov. 19, 1971
on Klein book on AB, book by AB
MB to FR, telegram, Nov. 23, 1971
FR to AB, Nov. 23, 1971
on Robert M. Cole lawsuit, Hans Klein and MB books on AB
FR to MB, Nov. 23, 1971
AB to FR, Nov. 23, 1971
MB to AB, Nov. 24, 1971
on Giulio Onesti, Lord Killanin as candidate for IOC president
DM to FR, Nov. 25, 1971
on Count de Beaumont, NOCs, Giulio Onesti
MB to FR, Nov. 25, 1971
on Lord Killanin
AB to FR, Nov. 26, 1971
on Klein book on AB, Cole lawsuit
FR to Germain Frantz, aide-de-camp of Grand Duke of Luxembourg, Nov. 26, 1971
FR to Lord Killanin, Nov. 26, 1971
Lord Killanin to FR
MB to FR, Nov. 27, 1971
FR to Jürgen Schroeder, Nov. 29, 1971
AB to FR, Nov. 29, 1971
on San Francisco Museum, rule violations by skiers and hockey players
includes plan and aerial photo of EPP
MB to FR and GR, Dec. 5, 1971
"Culture Boondoggle," Barron's, Dec. 6, 1971
on federal subsidies for the arts
MB to AB, Dec. 11, 1971
on promotion of Mr. Leising
"`Einer von Hitlers grössten Triumphen'" [One of Hitler's greatest triumphs], Der Spiegel, Dec. 6,
1971
on 1936 Berlin Olympics
MB to FR, Dec. 22, 1971
on resignation of Count de Beaumont
FR to Tomoo Sato, telegram, Dec. 14, 1971
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"Annee Olympique: M. Avery Brundage commence bien..." [Olympic year: Mr. Avery Brundage begins well...], L'Equipe, 1972
From letter by AB to NOCs on advertising, behavior of athletes
"Changement de pape" [Change of pope], by Edouard Seidler, L'Equipe, 1972
critique of AB, sports leadership
Hans Klein to AB, Jan. 3, 1972
on book on AB
9 answers for AB to Olympics questions, in German, 9 pp. for Klein biography, 1972
MB to FR, Jan. 3, 1972
"Der olympische Hexenjäger" [The olympic witch-hunter], by Peter Wiede, Abendzeitung, Jan. 7, 1972
on AB
on threat by AB to expel skiers from Olympics
MB to FR, telephone call, Jan. 10, 1972
on ski situation
FR to AB, memo, Jan. 13, 1972
on ZDF interview of AB regarding ski situation; list of points to be covered
Heinz Schöbel to FR, Jan. 14, 1972
on Four Dimensions
on ski situation
"Für Lügner und Betrüger ist kein Platz in Sapporo" [For liars and impostors no place in Sapporo],
Sie + er (Zürich), Jan. 1972
AB interview on ski situation
"Brundage Levels At Ski 'Hypocrisy and Corruption,'" Asahi News, Jan. 27, 1972
AB interview on ski situation
attack on Winter Olympics
FR to GR, Jan. 28, 1972
"Karl Schranz Attacks IOC's '19th Centurism,'" Asahi Evening News, Jan. 28, 1972
AB speech for opening ceremony of Olympic Winter Games in Sapporo, on cards, Jan. 30, 1972
Invitation to Emperor of Japan to open Sapporo Games, in Japanese with English translation
FR to Mrs. FR, Jan. 30, 1972
on receptions and gifts
"Ski Monument Karl Schranz: The Victory Complex", in German with quick translation into English, profil (Vienna), Jan. 1972
on Schranz and Austrian skiing
Letter from George Deschiens, Foreign Trade Adviser in France, Jan. 1972
on members of FIS Committee for Nordic Skiing
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"Withdraw From Games, Austrian Minister Urges," Asahi Evening News, Feb. 1, 1972
on disqualification of Schranz
"Ski Ace Schranz Barred From Sapporo Olympics; Decision Stuns Athletes," Japan Times, Feb. 1, 1972
"IOC Ouster of Schranz Shocks Games Officials," Japan Times, Feb. 1, 1972
"Austrian Team Awaits Clarification From IOC," Japan Times, Feb. 1, 1972
Denis D. McIldowie to FR, Feb. 1, 1972
"Sapporo Games Begin," editorial, Japan Times, Feb. 3, 1972
"Austrian Skiers to Stay In Games in Response To Ousted Schranz' Plea," Japan Times, Feb. 3, 1972
response of French Youth and Sports Minister to Schranz disqualification
"Hymne an Karl Schranz" [Hymn to Karl Schranz], newspaper clipping
"Da Branditsch war`s aus USA" [Brundage was from the USA], Kronen-Zeitung (Vienna), Feb. 6, 1972
Austrian popular reaction to Schranz disqualification
"Last lap for Winter Olympics?" by James Coote, Sunday Telegraph, Feb. 6, 1972
on Austrian popular reaction to Schranz disqualification
K. Barbomi to AB, "Brundage go home!" newspaper letter form from Neue Zeit with handwritten comments added
on Schranz disqualification
on Schranz disqualification
"Young Ideas" by Dick Young
on Austrian popular reaction to Schranz disqualification
English translation of Süddeutsche Zeitung article, Feb. 18, 1972
on Austrian popular reaction to Schranz disqualification, AB warning on commercialism in equestrian events
"Respect for Brundage," English translation, Rheinischer Merkur, Feb. 19, 1972
on Schranz disqualification
Letter from Philippe Henchoz, Feb. 19, 1972
Letter from Philippe Henchoz, Feb. 12, 1972
Curriculum vita, Philippe Henchoz
on Yale Izaks
Column by Jim Murray, *Chicago Tribune*, Feb. 20, 1972
criticizing AB
responses to "Martyrcrown instead of Olympic gold"
JASMIN magazine to FR, Feb. 25, 1972
on forthcoming article
"Danke, Herr Brundage..." [Thanks, Mr. Brundage...], by "Iaschi"
Obituary of Roy John Steffen, former president of LSH, *Chicago Tribune*, Feb. 28, 1972
FR to Werner Schneider, sports editor of ZDF, Mar. 3, 1972
Bert Isatitsch to FR, English translation, Mar. 5, 1972
on Isatitsch's support for AB in Schranz affair and popular reaction
FR to Herbert Macdonald, Mar. 7, 1972
on shipment of stamps to be arranged by Macdonald
MB to FR, Mar. 8, 1972
FR to Bert Isatitsch, Mar. 9, 1972
on attacks on AB in Austrian media
Bert Isatitsch to FR, Mar. 6, 1972
on attacks on AB and Isatitsch in Austrian media
Herbert Macdonald to FR, Mar. 10, 1972
on shipment of stamps
FR to Herbert Macdonald, Mar. 29, 1972
on shipment of stamps
Herbert Macdonald to FR, Mar. 18, 1972
on shipment of stamps
Werner Schneider to FR, Mar. 30, 1972
on film on AB
"Chiang Er-Shih: Recent Works," pages from catalog, Art Institute of Chicago, Apr. 1972
DM to FR, telegram, Apr. 7, 1972
DM to FR, Apr. 14, 1972
FR to DM, Apr. 20, 1972
FR to DM, Apr. 10, 1972
DM to FR, Mar. 8, 1972
on dispute over post in French sports organization
DM to FR, Apr. 4, 1972
Harmon P. Butler, vice-president of Chase Manhattan Bank, to FR, Apr. 11, 1972
on purported notes from AB to order of ESC
Affidavit by AB declaring purported note from AB to order of ESC a forgery, Oct. 30, 1971
Denis D. McIlidowie to FR, Apr. 13, 1972
on readmission of South Africa to Olympics
Chapman and Cutler to William Dolan, Chase Manhattan Bank, Apr. 13, 1972
on ESC affair
Photocopies of purported notes from AB to order of ESC, Apr. 3, 1972
Chapman and Cutler to Harris Trust and Savings Bank, Apr. 14, 1972
on ESC affair
AB to FR, Apr. 14, 1972
FR to AB, Apr. 17, 1972
on LSH
Werner Schneider to FR, Apr. 18, 1972
on film on AB
MB to FR, Apr. 19, 1972
on proposed AB honorary presidency and coin
Lord Killanin to Erik von Frenckell, Apr. 14, 1972
on proposed AB honorary presidency and coin
Erik von Frenckell to Lord Killanin, Apr. 8, 1972
on proposed AB honorary presidency and coin
on amateurism
Heinz Schöbel to FR, Apr. 26, 1972
on Four Dimensions
FR to Hans Klein, chief of press, Olympic Games, telegram, May 16, 1972
Hans Klein to FR, May 9, 1972
Count de Beaumont to FR, postcard, May 5, 1972
FR to DM, May 18, 1972
DM to FR, May 16, 1972
DM to FR, May 10, 1972
on dispute over French sports organization
"Wer ist Avery Brundage?" [Who is Avery Brundage?], Die Zeit, May 26, 1972
interview with AB on art collection, Olympics, and business affairs
Adriaan A. Joubert, Die Burger, to FR, May 27, 1972
on article on AB

Folder 37: June - July 1972

"Passing Through: Avery Brundage talks to David Taylor," Punch, June 28, 1972
Itinerary of AB and FR in Munich, June 5-6, 1972
Program for visit of AB and FR to Munich, June 6-9, 1972
MB to FR, June 14, 1972
MB to AB, June 14, 1972
"Illustre personnalités," newspaper clipping
report AB to marry Eliana Wahamake
MB to FR, June 16, 1972
on participation of Bobby Lee Hunter in Olympics
FR to Hans Klein, telegram, June 22, 1972
on English translation of book on AB
"Play-For-Pay Dispute In Olympics Heats Up," St. Louis Post-Dispatch, June 25, 1972
"Olympic Official Creed: 'For Pure Love Of Sports','" St. Louis Post-Dispatch, June 26, 1972
"Bar this boxer who is behind the bars," by Mike Gibson, Sunday Telegraph (Australia), June 25, 1972
on participation of Bobby Lee Hunter in Olympics
FR to Werner Schneider, June 27, 1972
Werner Schneider to FR, June 25, 1972
MB to FR, June 27, 1972
MB to FR, June 27, 1972
FR to MB, June 29, 1972
MB to FR, July 3, 1972
Artur Takac to Bruno F. Fabbri, June 30, 1972
on recognition of Koneuwe NOC
Artur Takac to Giulio Onesti, June 29, 1972
on Organizing Committees of Continental Games
FR to AB, memo, July 3, 1972
Werner Schneider to FR, July 5, 1972
on film on AB
FR to AB, memo, July 6, 1972
on possible political interference with Kenyan team
Ep. Th. Petralias to FR, July 3, 1972
FR to AB, memo, July 7, 1972
on ESC affair
Jürgen Schroeder to FR, July 5, 1972
on study of Olympic symbol
on history of Olympics
on post-Olympic careers of winners
MB to FR, July 10, 1972
on meeting of NOCs, Koneuwe
Hanns Neuerbourg to MB, cable, July 10, 1972
on political interference with Kenyan team
FR to AB, memo, July 10, 1972
on payments to Summer Federation
on EL
FR to AB, July 10, 1972
on Der Stern reporter, AB's investments, LSH
John P. Hamill, associate counsel, Chemical Bank, to FR, July 11, 1972
on ESC affair
FR to MB, July 14, 1972
FR to AB, July 14, 1972
on LSH, AB's investments, Montecito Inn, Democratic convention
DM to FR, postcard, July 15, 1972
"Olympic Outlook: The high priest, the liberal lord and a question of rules," by John Moynihan,
   Sunday Telegraph, July 16, 1972
on Lord Killanin
"Daume hält keinen Daumen drauf" [Daume isn't keeping his fingers crossed], kicker, July 17, 1972
on Bobby Lee Hunter affair
Rainer Benecke, Deutsche Press-Agentur, to FR, July 17, 1972
questions about AB
FR to Rainer Benecke, July 20, 1972
answering above questions
"Avery Brundage remains Mr. Olympics," Chicago Sun-Times, July 20, 1972
interview with AB
"Hostile Crowd Boos as Tearful Hunter Loses," Chicago Tribune, July 21, 1972
"Defender of the Faith," by William Johnson, Sports Illustrated, July 24, 1972
on AB, 1976 Los Angeles Olympics bid
AB to FR, July 24, 1972
on LSH, AB's 85th birthday
FR to AB, July 24, 1972
FR to AB, July 25, 1972
on security for AB in Munich
"Two boys kidnapped as revenge for Schranz," German with English translation, Kurier, June 18, 1972
FR to Denis D. McIldowie, July 25, 1972
AB to FR, July 26, 1972
on 1976 Los Angeles Olympics bid
FR to AB, July 26, 1972
on Artur Takac and Koneuwe
AB to FR, July 21, 1972
Werner Schneider to FR, July 28, 1972
on film on AB, proposed panel discussion with AB
AB to FR, July 28, 1972
"Tossing Snake Eyes: How Howard Hughes Was Taken for a Ride By the Boys in Vegas," Wall Street Journal, July 31, 1972
"Tossing Snake Eyes: How an Assorted Cast Used or Misused Name, Cash of Howard Hughes," Wall Street Journal, Aug. 1, 1972

Folder 38: Aug. - Sept. 4, 1972
"Richard Horton is arrested on felony charge," newspaper clipping, Aug. 1972
on EL
"Auf Wiedersehen, Mr. Brundage: A film portrait by Horst Peets and Werner Schneider," script, Aug. 1, 1972
Dan Rose, producer-director for Associated Press, to FR, Aug. 3, 1972
MB to AB, Aug. 18, 1972
"Brundages Nachfolger wird gewählt" [Brundage's successor will be chosen], Münchner Merkur, Aug. 19/20, 1972
"Das populäre Aergernis" [The popular scandal], by Hans O. Staub, Die Weltwoche, Aug. 23, 1972
criticism of Olympics
"Olympiade für Rhodesier gesperrt" [Olympiad barred for Rhodesia], newspaper clipping (Zürich), Aug. 23, 1972
"Mag" to FR, Aug. 23, 1972
Letter from Philippe Henchoz, Aug. 24, 1972
"Politisierte Olympiade" [Politicized Olympiad], Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Aug. 24, 1972
on barring of Rhodesia from Olympics
"Jesse Owens: still cashing in on those four gold medals," Life, Aug. 25, 1972
AB speech to IOC, Munich session, 1972
Speech of AB on opening of Olympic Games, in German, French, and English, Aug. 26, 1972
Adriaan A. Joubert to FR, Aug. 29, 1972
Mark Spitz, American swimmer, to Artur Takac, Sept. 1, 1972
on Spitz's display of manufacturer's logo during awards ceremony
"Romance for Brundage," Chicago Tribune, Sept. 1, 1972
on rumor AB will marry Countess de Morelos
"Un règlement de comte" [Settling a count], Le Canard Enchaine, Sept. 2, 1972
on defeat of Count de Beaumont's candidacy for IOC president
Report of the IOC Eligibility Commission, 1972
on Spitz affair
Articles from Sports Illustrated, Sept. 4, 1972
Cover photo of Mark Spitz
"The Whited Sepulcher"
on nationalism and politics in Olympics
"Olympic Overture: Flags & Flak"
"Mexico to Munich: Mark Spitz and the Quest for Gold"

Folder 39: Sept. 5-13, 1972

Articles from Journal, No. 38, 1972
on killings of Israeli team members in Munich
"Inside Outside"
"Daumen im Abzug"
"Tod und Terror mit dem Geld der Lufthansa" [Death and terror with Lufthansa's money]
on Black September
Notes by FR

on killings of Israeli team members and AB's response, election of AB's successor

"Erste Zusammenfassung über den wesentlichen Ablauf der Ereignisse im Zusammenhang mit Geiselnahme israelischer Sportler durch arabische Terroristen am 5.September und in der Nacht vom 5.zum 6. September 1972." [First summary of the fundamental course of events concerning the taking hostage of Israeli athletes by Arab terrorists on September 5 and in the night of September 5 and 6, 1972.], photocopied typescript

Communique 2 of Black September after taking athletes hostage, Sept. 5, 1972

Statement by Mayor Vogel and FR on killings and suspension of Games, in German and English, Sept. 5, 1972

Handwritten notes, Sept. 6, 1972

on killings

AB's address at Memorial Services, draft with corrections, Sept. 6, 1972

"Terrorism at Munich..." editorial, Chicago Tribune, Sept. 6, 1972

Text of AB's address at Memorial Services, Sept. 6, 1972

Georg Kronawitter, Oberbürgermeister of Munich, to FR, Sept. 7, 1972

Olympia Intern, Sept. 7, 1972

"Brundage: 'The Games Must Go On,'" Chicago Tribune, Sept. 7, 1972

Photo of AB with Ade Ademola, Nigerian member of IOC

Photo of AB in Munich with three hostesses

"More Boorish Politics," Chicago Tribune, Sept. 9, 1972

editorial on protest of Vincent Matthews and Wayne Collett at award ceremony

"I.O.C. Bars Matthews and Collett," Chicago Tribune, Sept. 9, 1972

"Medal Ceremony," newspaper clipping

photo of Matthews and Collett at awards ceremony

Letter from Maurice Herzog, 1972

Farewell to Kiel, on card, in German, ca. Sept. 8, 1972

Speech at closing ceremony, sailing events, Kiel, on card, Sept. 8, 1972


on Matthews and Collett


"The Olympics: New Faces of '72," Newsweek, Sept. 11, 1972

"Shooting the Olympics," Newsweek, Sept. 11, 1972

Articles from Der Spiegel, Sept. 11, 1972

"Echt verarbeitet" [Truly pondered over]

review of Die Olympischen Spiele 1972 mit Werner Schneider

"Die schlimmste Nacht der Bundesrepublik" [The worst night of the Federal Republic]
on killing of Israeli team members

"Terror und kein Ende" [Terror and no end]

"Ich werde heute noch für Palästina sterben" [I will still die for Palästina today]
on killing of Israeli team members

"Schwarzer September an Rhein und Ruhr" [Black September on the Rhine and in the Ruhr]

"Mal der eine Falke, mal der andere Taube" [Now the one hawk, now the other dove]
interview with Manfred Schreiber, Munich chief of police
"Macht der Medaillen" [Power of the medals]
on athletes' reactions to continuation of games
"Sie töteten die Mörder unserer Teuren" [They killed the murderers of our loved ones]
on Israeli reactions to killings of team members
"Palästinenser - Die Juden von morgen?" [Palestinians - the Jews of tomorrow?]
"Spiele ohne Staat - das geht nicht mehr" [Games without governments - that is no longer possible]
interview with Willi Daume
"Wir wollen mit Euch nicht mehr spielen" [We don't want to play with you any more], by Peter Bruegge
on continuation of Olympics
"Droht ihm ein Verfahren wegen fahrlässiger Tötung?" [Is he threatened with proceedings for accidental homicide?], Münchner Merkur, Sept. 11, 1972
interview with Manfred Schreiber
"Sechs Mann bewachen Avery Brundage" [Six men guard Avery Brundage], Münchner Merkur, Sept. 11, 1972
On threats to Olympic personnel
Articles from International Herald Tribune, Sept. 11, 1972
"Topsy-Turvy Olympics"
editorial from New York Times criticizing IOC
"Frustrating Terrorists"
editorial from New York Times on security
"Making Sense of Munich Tragedy," by David Broder
"Lord Killanin investi hier à Lausanne" [Lord Killanin invested yesterday in Lausanne], Tribune de Lausanne, Sept. 13, 1972
Editorial cartoon, by Crockett, Chicago Tribune, Aug. 31, 1972
on expulsion of Rhodesia
"The Olympics: 'Political Blackmail',' Newsweek, Sept. 4, 1972
on expulsion of Rhodesia
Articles from Time, Sept. 4, 1972
"Gold Mining in Munich"
on Olympics
"Elevation of a Lord"
on election of Lord Killanin as IOC president
"A Playground for Fun"
on Munich Olympic Village
"Das kindliche Verhalten der Läufer und die Reaktion Brundages" [The runners' childlike behavior and Brundage's reaction], Frankfurter, Sept. 9, 1972
on Matthews and Collett
"So nahmen die Segler Abschied von Kiel" [So bid the yachtsmen farewell to Kiel], Welt am Sonntag, Sept. 10, 1972
"Die Super-Schau," by E. J. Kahn, Jr., New Yorker, Sept. 9, 1972
on Munich Olympics
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Folder 1: Sept. 15 - Dec. 1972

"Stopping the Games," by Marylou Jurgens, letter to editor, Chicago Tribune, Sept. 15, 1972
Articles from Life, Sept. 15, 1972
"One foot of clay isn't a serious deformity," by Ralph Graves
on Mark Spitz
"Shadow of Death at Munich"
on killings of Israeli team members
"Jesse Owens," letters to the editor, including one by Eric Sevareid
"Golden spell of the Games"
Articles from Life, Sept. 22, 1972
"Seven cheers for Mark Spitz," by Ralph Graves
"Moments in a Mad Olympics"
"Are the Games worth all this?" by Bill Bruns
Cover photo, bloodstained helicopter where Israeli team members were killed, Stern, Sept. 17, 1972
"Wir sind im Krieg" [We are at war], by Henri Nannen, Stern, Sept. 17, 1972
editorial on terrorism
"Das Massaker von München" [The massacre in Munich], Stern, Sept. 18, 1972
Articles from Time (international edition) Sept. 18, 1972
"A Letter from the Publisher"
"Horror and Death at the Olympics"
"Black September's Ruthless Few"
"Dampening the Olympic Torch"
on Olympics' second week
Articles from Newsweek, Sept. 18, 1972
"Top of the Week"
"Terror at the Olympics"
"Blood on the Playground," by Shana Alexander
critique of Olympics
"ABC's Grim TV 'First'"
on coverage of hostage situation at Olympics
"The Games after the Tragedy," by Pete Axthelm
Articles from Newsweek (international edition), Sept. 18, 1972
"A Political Casualty in Munich"
on cancellation of Honecker visit to Munich
"Terror at the Olympics"
"The Terrorist International"
"Blood on the Playground," by Shana Alexander
"The Games after the Tragedy," by Pete Axthelm
Photos of Olympic events, Time, Sept. 18, 1972
"How to Save the Olympics," by Mark S. Goodman, Time, Sept. 25, 1972
MR to FR, Aug. 29, 1972
"In the Wake of the News," by David Condon, Chicago Tribune, Sept. 29, 1972
on AB's 85th birthday
Quote from The Last Battle, by Cornelius Ryan
 mentions Berlin Olympic Stadium
Quotes from Hans Klein's introduction to The Challenge by AB, 1972
 on FR's actions during fire which destroyed AB's home
 on FR's relationship with AB
"Must the Show Go On?" by E. J. Kahn, Jr., New Yorker, Sept. 23, 1972
 on Munich Olympics
"Letter from Munich," by E. J. Kahn, Jr., New Yorker, Sept. 16, 1972
 on killing of Israeli athletes
 "The Olympic Tragedy," letters to the editor, Newsweek
 "Ten successful days after Rhodesia affair" and "The Olympian peace broken," by AB, excerpts
 from magazine article with English translation on Munich Olympics
Brief handwritten notes by AB, labelled "End of his term, IOC session, Munich Germany"
"The Mideast After the Munich Tragedy," Newsweek, Sept. 25, 1972
"Uganda: The Outcasts' Story," Newsweek, Sept. 25, 1972
 on expulsion of Asians
 "Dialogue with SA is Aim of IOC Chief," The Star (Johannesburg), Sept. 30, 1972
 on Lord Killanin
"Schulman Reply to La Salle Hotel Talk: 'I'm Fishing,'" Chicago Tribune, Oct. 3, 1972
FR to Willi Daume, Oct. 10, 1972
 on nomination of AB for Jawaharlal Nehru prize
Willi Daume to FR, Sept. 29, 1972
 on nomination of AB for Nehru prize
FR to AB, Oct. 23, 1972
 on AB's investments, Schulman
FR to MR, Oct. 24, 1972
MR to FR, Sept. 21, 1972
H. E. O. Adefope, Chairman of Organizing Committee of the 2nd All-Africa Games, and A. A.
 Ordia, President of Supreme Council for Sport in Africa, to AB, Oct. 24, 1972
 on disqualification of Rick Demont at Munich Olympics
Ian Smith, Prime Minister of Rhodesia, to AB, Oct. 30, 1972
 thanking him for support for Rhodesian participation in Olympics
 on cutoff of state funds for Denver Olympics
R. W. J. Opperman to AB, telegram, Nov. 13, 1972
"Return of Black September," Time, Nov. 13, 1972
on skyjacking and release of terrorists captured at Munich
AB to A. A. Ordia, Nov. 20, 1972
Notes by FR on visit of AB and FR to South Africa
Attendance list, luncheon (with AB and FR), Dr. K. H. Cooper, Boulevard Hotel Pretoria, Nov. 24, 1972
FR to GR, telex, Nov. 28, 1972
"Don't blame SA sportsman--Brundage," The Cape Times, Nov. 28, 1972
"Brundage: I backed Rhodesia," Rand Daily Mail, Nov. 29, 1972 on barring of Rhodesia from Munich Olympics
"Brundage looks back," Rand Daily Mail, Nov. 30, 1972
"Brundage tells SA--play on," Rand Daily Mail, Nov. 30, 1972
"Olympics--small chance for SA," Rand Daily Mail, Nov. 30, 1972 interview with AB on AB's role in expulsion of SA
AB to Harris Trust and Savings Bank, Dec. 12, 1972 on Avage Investment Company
AB to MR, Dec. 19, 1972
AB to A. A. Ordia, Dec. 29, 1972

Folder 2: Jan. - June 17, 1973

MR and Christian Jannette to FR, card, Jan. 3, 1973
MR to AB, Jan. 5, 1973
"The Rocky Road to Freedom," by David Reed, Reader's Digest, Jan. 1973 on independent African states
Willi Daume to FR, Jan. 15, 1973 on possibility of AB moving to Munich
AB to MR, Jan. 23, 1973
"Former bus baron now a consultant," Santa Barbara, Calif., News-Press, Jan. 24, 1973 on EL
FR to Count Jean de Beaumont, Jan. 27, 1973 on All-Africa Games, FR's relationship with AB
FR to Willi Daume, Jan. 27, 1973 on possibility of AB moving to Munich
Marceau Crespin, Secretary of State for Youth, Sports and Leisure, France, to AB, Jan. 31, 1973 on All-Africa Games
FR to AB, Jan. 30, 1973 on AB's investments, Schulman
"München war seine’ Rache" [Munich was his "revenge"], Bild-Extra (Frankfurt-Höchst), Ball des Sports ’73 special edition, Feb. 2, 1973 on AB's Olympic career
FR to Heinz Schöbel, Feb. 2, 1973
Heinz Schöbel to FR, Dec. 27, 1972
Warren Keefer to FR, Feb. 2, 1973
FR to R. Opperman, Feb. 5, 1973
   on All-Africa Games
MB to FR, Feb. 13, 1973
   on proposed Avery Brundage Committee to defend his ideals, AB and "Countess"
Denis D. McIldowie to FR, Feb. 15, 1973
MB and AB to FR, postcard, Feb. 18, 1973
AB to MR, Feb. 19, 1973
FR to MB, Feb. 19, 1973
   on AB Committee, "Countess"
Richard Nixon to Richard Horton (EL), Mar. 5, 1973
FR to BT, Mar. 7, 1973
   on money owed AB, EL
"Brundage may sell interests in Montecito Country Club," Santa Barbara, Calif., News-Press, Mar. 8, 1973
FR to Harris, Kerr, Forster & Company, Mar. 9, 1973
   on sale of LSH
MB to FR, postcard, Mar. 10, 1973
AB to D. R. Pate, General Chairman of MCC, Mar. 12, 1973
   on possible sale of MCC
AB to W. G. Weisenborn, Harris Trust & Savings Bank, Mar. 19, 1973
   on ESC affair
W. G. Weisenborn to AB, Mar. 15, 1973
   on ESC affair
Swiss Credit Bank to Harris Trust & Savings Bank, Mar. 8, 1973
   on ESC affair
Affidavit by AB regarding ESC affair, Mar. 19, 1973
"Heiratet Avery Brundage (85) München Prinzessin?" [Will Avery Brundage (85) marry Munich princess?], Bild (Munich), Mar. 31, 1973
"Brundage denies rumors of marriage," Chicago Tribune, Apr. 2, 1973
FR to BT, Apr. 6, 1973
AB to Willi Daume, Apr. 26, 1973
   on AB's birthday party
FR to MB, May 10, 1973
MB to FR, May 3, 1973
MB to FR, May 16, 1973
"Donald Duckie," The Sunday Times, May 13, 1973
   on Mark Spitz
MB to FR, June 1, 1973
FR to MB, June 7, 1973
   on MR
"Dorfman, developers tied here," Chicago Daily News, June 8, 1973
   on Robert W. Kendler, representative of AB interest in LSH
"Brundage to marry princess," Chicago Tribune, June 12, 1973
DM to FR, June 14, 1973
AB to O. F. Bartholow, Treasurer-Advisor, Illinois Chapter, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, June 14, 1973
on son of FR
BT to FR, June 17, 1973
on EL, MCC, MR

Folder 3: June 20 - July 1973

Jürgen Schroeder to FR, telegram, June 25, 1973
Joint property grant signed by AB and MR, Nov. 14, 1974
Prematrimonial agreement between AB and MR, June 20, 1973
"Avery Brundage weds his princess," Chicago Tribune, June 21, 1973
FR to BH, June 26, 1973
on sale of MCC
"Hopsala mit Herz und Kraftbrühe" [Hopsala with feeling and beef-tea], Stern
on marriage of AB and MR
"Eine Liebe wie im Märchen" [A fairy-tale love], Neue Post, July 2, 1973
on marriage of AB and MR
"Jetzt sind wir im Paradies" [Now we are in paradise], Frau mit Herz, July 14, 1973
on marriage of AB and MR
"Krupp Returns to One-Man Rule," newspaper clipping, 1973
BH to FR, July 3, 1973
on sale of MCC
FR to BH, July 6, 1973
on sale of MCC, LSH
FR to BH, July 6, 1973
on sale of MCC
MB to FR and GR, July 7, 1973
on wedding of AB and MR
Don Pate to members of MCC, July 9, 1973
on proposed sale of MCC to members
FR to AB, July 9, 1973
on Willi Daume party, AB's investments, sale of MCC, LSH
AB to FR, telegram, July 11, 1973
BH to FR, collect call, July 13, 1973
on sale of MCC
FR to AB, July 16, 1973
FR to MB, July 17, 1973
on wedding of AB and MR
BH to FR, July 19, 1973
on sale of MCC
FR to BH, July 26, 1973
AB to Sam Schulman, July 27, 1973
on Robert W. Kendler
Announcement of AB's wedding, in German, July 28, 1973
Seating plan for AB's wedding
Program, AB wedding banquet, July 28, 1973
"Mister Olympia sagte ja" [Mister Olympia said yes], Bild, July 29, 1973
on wedding of AB and MR
"The Cowbells Tinkled As the Bride Said `Ja,'" International Herald Tribune, July 30, 1973
on wedding of AB and MR
"Tränen des Glücks" [Tears of joy], Das Goldene Blatt, Aug. 8, 1973
on wedding of AB and MR
BT to FR, July 31, 1973
"Avery Brundage (85) musste seine entführte Braut zurückholen" [Avery Brundage (85) had to go back for the bride he eloped with], Neue Post
on wedding of AB and MR
BH to FR, telegram, July 31
Folder 4: Aug. - Sept. 1, 1973
FR to BH, telegram, Aug. 3, 1973
Typewritten description of MCC
BH to FR, telegram, Aug. 10, 1973
FR to Suat Erler, Aug. 14, 1973
Suat Erler to FR, Aug. 10, 1973
FR to BH, telegram, Aug. 15, 1973
FR to MB, Aug. 16, 1973
MB to FR and GR, Aug. 2, 1973
BH to FR, telegram, Aug. 16, 1973
Price, Postel & Parma to FR, Aug. 17, 1973
on MCC
John C. Eby, Vice President, Harris Trust and Savings Bank, to FR, Aug. 17, 1973
"Country club sale stories are denied," Santa Barbara, Calif., News-Press, Aug. 15, 1973
on rumored sale of MCC
FR to AB, memo, Aug. 21, 1973
on LSH, sale of MCC
FR to AB, Aug. 21, 1973
on BT, sale of MCC, LSH
John C. Eby to Yutaka Nishida, General Manager, America Division, Bank of Tokyo, Aug. 17, 1973
on sale of MCC
mentions ST, buyer of MCC
FR to AB, Aug. 24, 1973
on AB's bank account, LSH, sale of MCC
AB to BH, telegram, Aug. 24, 1973
Handwritten notes by FR regarding trip to Tokyo to sell MCC, Aug. 28, 1973
Unsigned contract in Japanese, 1973
Agreement of Sale of Promissory Notes between AB and Tsukamoto Sogyo Co., Ltd., Aug. 31, 1973
on sale of MCC
Agreement of Sale of Land between AB and Tsukamoto Sogyo Co., Ltd., Aug. 31, 1973
on sale of MCC
Agreement of Sale of Shares between AB and Tsukamoto Sogyo Co., Ltd., Aug. 31, 1973
on sale of MCC
Supplementary agreement between AB and Tsukamoto Sogyo Co., Ltd., handwritten draft, Aug. 31, 1973
on sale of MCC
"Items discussed 8/29/73 meeting, Ginza, Tokyo," handwritten notes
on sale of MCC
Supplementary agreement between AB and Tsukamoto Sogyo Co., Ltd., Aug. 31, 1973
on sale of MCC
FR to AB, handwritten notes
on sale of MCC, LSH
Record of telephone conversation to AB at Garmisch, 6 A. M. (Tokyo time), Sept. 1, 1973
on sale of MCC
FR to AB, Sept. 1, 1973
on sale of MCC

Folder 5: Sept. 3-30, 1973
Suat Erler to FR, Sept. 3, 1973
AB to FR, Sept. 4, 1973
Lord Killanin to AB, Sept. 4, 1973
on Olympia Academy, AB archives and correspondence
AB to FR, telegram, Sept. 5, 1973
MB to FR, postcard, Sept. 5, 1973
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 5, 1973 (postscript Sept. 11, 1973)
on sale of MCC
Price, Postel & Parma to AB, Sept. 7, 1973
on MCC
Francis Sarguis, President of Eucalyptus Hill Improvement Association, to Donald R. Pate, Sept. 4, 1973
on MCC
Francis Sarguis to members of Planning Commission, Santa Barbara, Aug. 30, 1973
on MCC
Map of MCC
AB to ST, telegram, Sept. 11, 1973
on sale of MCC
FR to ST, Sept. 11, 1973
on sale of MCC
ST to AB, telegram, Sept. 12, 1973
on sale of MCC
FR to AB, office memorandum, Sept. 12, 1973
on sale of MCC, members' efforts to buy MCC
FR to BH, Sept. 13, 1973
on proposed sale of LSH
Seishiro Tsukamoto, son of ST, to FR, Sept. 14, 1973
GR to ST, Sept. 16, 1973
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 17, 1973
on sale of MCC, BT, EL, recapitulation of past real estate transactions handled by FR for AB
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 17, 1973
on General Tanaka, whose aide ST had been
FR to MB, Sept. 17, 1973
on Ingrid Keller
MB to FR, Sept. 9, 1973
on Ingrid Keller
AB to Luis Canella Gutiérrez, Chairman of Guatemalan Olympic Committee, Sept. 2, 1972
on Central American Athletic Games
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 18, 1973
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 18, 1973
on MCC
BH to FR, Sept. 19, 1973
on proposed sale of LSH
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 19, 1973
on MCC
FP to AB, Sept. 21, 1973
on sale of MCC
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 24, 1973
on sale of MCC, LSH, U.S. economy, AB's investments
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 24, 1973
on EL, LSH, MCC
Seishiro Tsukamoto to FR, Sept. 25, 1973
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 26, 1973
on sale of MCC
MB to FR, telegram, Sept. 28, 1973
FR to AB, memo, Sept. 28, 1973
on money borrowed by AB
ST to FR, telegram, Sept. 29, 1973
on sale of MCC
Folder 6: Oct. 1973

AB to FP, Oct. 1, 1973  
on sale of MCC
FR to AB, memo, Oct. 1, 1973  
on notice by Roy C. Smith, secretary of MCC, on sale of MCC
Roy C. Smith to AB, Sept. 26, 1973  
on MCC
Roy C. Smith to members of MCC  
on sale of MCC
FR to AB, memo, Oct. 1, 1973  
on rezoning of MCC
FR to AB, memo, Oct. 1, 1973  
on EL, proposed sale of LSH
"'It Is Better for the Olympic Movement Not to Put Itself on Too High a Pedestal, which Can Be Removed from under It'" and "Coubertin's Conquering Ideals," excerpts from Bulgarian book  
criticizes AB
"Les Récompenses olympiques 1973: Merci M. Frederick Ruegsegger" [The olympic awards 1973: Thank you Mr. Frederick Ruegsegger], by MB  
on IOC awarding FR Olympic diploma
"Adresses des 72 membres du Comité International Olympique," with handwritten note "Varna voters on my diploma"
MR's tax assessment, Oct. 1, 1973
FR to AB, memo, Oct. 1, 1973  
on sale of MCC
AB to ST, telegram, Oct. 2, 1973
ST to AB, telegram, Oct. 3, 1973
Hidekiyo Tsukamoto, son of ST, to FR, telegram, Oct. 3, 1973
FR to AB, memo, Oct. 3, 1973  
on EL, proposed sale of LSH
FR to Tsukamoto Sogyo Co., Ltd., telegram, Oct. 4, 1973
FR to FP, Oct. 4, 1973  
on sale of MCC
on rezoning of MCC
FR, memo, Oct. 5, 1973  
on rezoning of MCC
MB to FR, telegram, Oct. 6, 1973
FR to MB, telegram, Oct. 7, 1973
Jürgen Schroeder to FR, telegram, Oct. 9, 1973
Text of telegram to AB, Oct. 11, 1973  
on sale of MCC
DM to FR, Oct. 10, 1973
on money and Olympics, DM's loss of secretary
Telegram to AB, Oct. 11, 1973
on sale of MCC
FP to FR, Oct. 11, 1973
on sale of MCC
Draft of press release on sale of MCC, with statement by ST
AB to FR, telex, Oct. 12, 1973
Henry Hsu, Key Young Chang and Walter Jhung to FR, telegram, Oct. 12, 1973
FR to Prince Tsunezoshi Takeda, Oct. 19, 1973
FR to AB, handwritten notes, Oct. 12, 1973
"Olympic Awards 1973: Thank you Mr. Frederick Ruegsegger," by MB
Statement by FR, press conference, Tokyo, Oct. 12, 1973
on sale of MCC
Notes by FR, Oct. 13, 1973
on sale of MCC, AB's investments
ST of members of MCC, Oct. 19, 1973
Handwritten notes or draft in Japanese
Hidekiyo Tsukamoto to FR, Oct. 20, 1973
on sale of MCC
FR to ST, Oct. 23, 1973
Invitation to open house at MCC, by AB and ST, Oct. 19, 1973

Folder 7: Nov. - Dec. 1973

Heinz Schöbel to FR, Nov. 6, 1973
Mellerio to AB, text of telegram, Nov. 13, 1973
AB to FR, Nov. 7, 1973
on payment for FR, insurance
Jürgen Schroeder to FR, cablegram, Oct. 31, 1973
on insurance
FR to AB, Nov. 15, 1973
on proposed sale of LSH
FR to MB, Nov. 23, 1973
on dispute between City of Lausanne and MB
MB to FR, Nov. 19, 1973
on AB's appearance
MB to Lord Killanin, Nov. 18, 1973
on dispute between City of Lausanne and MB
Georges André Chevallaz, Syndic of Lausanne, to Lord Killanin, French with English translation, Nov. 16, 1973
  on dispute between City of Lausanne and MB
Georges André Chevallaz to S. Groussard, French with English translation, Nov. 16, 1973
  on dispute between City of Lausanne and MB
Lord Killanin to Georges-André Chevallaz, Nov. 15, 1973
  on dispute between City of Lausanne and MB
MB to Lord Killanin, Oct. 30, 1973
  on dispute between City of Lausanne and MB
FR to Ralph E. Davis, memo, Nov. 26, 1973
  on AB's will
Handwritten notes by FR
  on AB's will
MB to FR, Nov. 30, 1973
  on dispute between City of Lausanne and MB
  on ST
Dietrich Bernstoff, lawyer, to Stephanie Princess Heinrich XXXVII Reuss, MR, and Heinrich XI
  Prince Reuss, Dec. 13, 1973
  on claims of heirs of Henry XXXVII Prince Reuss
FR to Hidekiyo Tsukamoto, Dec. 14, 1973
Hidekiyo Tsukamoto to FR, Nov. 3, 1973
MB to FR, Dec. 20, 1973
Robert E. Schulman to AB, Dec. 27, 1973
  on repossession of LSH
AB to City of San Francisco, Dec. 28, 1973
  on gift of Asian art to City of San Francisco
List of Asian art objects given to City of San Francisco, Dec. 28, 1973
Joseph W. Skehen, Executive Director, University of Illinois Foundation, to AB, Dec. 28, 1973
AB to FR, Dec. 29, 1973
  on LSH
AB to FR, Dec. 29, 1973
  on LSH
AB's 1973 federal income tax return, July 12, 1974

Folder 8: Jan. - Mar. 28, 1974

"Lord Killanin--a man for all reasons," by Ian Woolridge, photocopy of magazine article
"Our Backs are to the Wall!" by Oswald Spengler, photocopy of magazine article, 1974
XS to AB, bill, Jan. 15, 1974
XS to AB, bill, Jan. 16, 1974
Photocopy of check from AB to XS, ca. Jan. 23, 1974
Photocopy of check from AB, Jan. 24, 1974
Photocopy of check from AB, Feb. 4, 1974
FR to BH, Jan. 21, 1974  
on proposed sale of LSH  

"Investments Abroad to Be Restricted," newspaper clipping, ca. Jan. 9, 1974  

BH to FR, Jan. 9, 1974  
on proposed sale of LSH  

ST to FR, Feb. 5, 1974  

"Lord of the Flies," by Jerry Izenberg, American Daily (Rome), Feb. 20, 1974  
critique of IOC policy on amateurism  

"La Salle Hotel sold back to Brundage; no price told," Chicago Sun-Times, Feb. 19, 1974  

Günter van Waasen, deputy chief editor, Bild am Sonntag, to AB, Feb. 22, 1974  
on article on AB  

Manuscript of Bild am Sonntag article on AB with corrections  

"Brundage: 'Paris zum olympischen Zentrum machen'" [Brundage: make Paris an olympic center],  
in German with French translation, Sport, Mar. 4, 1974  

FR to BH, Mar. 18, 1974  
on Santa Barbara Biltmore Hotel, proposed sale of LSH  

BH to FR, Mar. 13, 1974  
on Santa Barbara Biltmore Hotel, proposed sale of LSH  

Receipt, XS, Mar. 22, 1974  

Check from AB to United States Customs Service, Mar. 23, 1974  

"Brundage gives $330,000 to help Illinois athletes," Chicago Tribune, Mar. 27, 1974  
on Avery Brundage Scholarship Fund at University of Illinois  

"Brundage fund for gifted student-athletes announced," Daily Illini, Mar. 27, 1974  

Grant by AB to FR of power of attorney, Mar. 27, 1974  

"Illinois gets $330,000 gift," Chicago Tribune, Mar. 27, 1974  

FR to XS, Mar. 27, 1974  

FR to BH, mailgram, Mar. 28, 1974  

FR to ST, Mar. 28, 1974  

ST to FR, Feb. 5, 1974  

Folder 9: Mar. 29 - May 13, 1974  

AB to Roger Boyle, attorney for Swiss Credit Bank, Mar. 29, 1974  
on ESC affair  

Roger Boyle to AB, Mar. 26, 1974  
on ESC affair  

AB to Sidney I. Liebowitz, ancillary administrator of ESC estate, Apr. 1, 1974  
on ESC affair  

Sidney I. Liebowitz to AB, Mar. 14, 1974  
on ESC affair  

John E. Corbally, Jr., President, University of Illinois, to AB, Apr. 2, 1974  

XS to FR, Apr. 4, 1974  

BH to FR, Apr. 24, 1974  

FR to Hiroko Toyama, wife of BH (written by BH), May 10, 1974
EL (Richard Horton) to FR, postcard, Apr. 26, 1974
mentions EL
David Tallant, Jr., attorney for Harris Trust and Savings Bank, to Sidney I. Liebowitz, Mar. 20, 1974
on ESC affair
Sidney I. Liebowitz to David Tallant, Jr., Apr. 23, 1974
on ESC affair
Sidney I. Liebowitz to David Tallant, Jr., Mar. 27, 1974
on ESC affair
FR to MB, May 6, 1974
Chapman and Cutter, attorneys for Harris Trust and Savings Bank, to Sidney I. Liebowitz, May 6, 1974
on ESC affair
AB to XS, May 13, 1974
Folder 10: Robert M. Cole v. La Salle-Madison Hotel Company, et. al., testimony of FR [defendant], May 23 and June 3, 1974
on sale of LSH
Folder 11: Robert M. Cole v. La Salle-Madison Hotel Company, et. al., testimony of AB [defendant], June 5-6, 1974
on sale of LSH
Folder 12: Robert M. Cole v. La Salle-Madison Hotel Company, et. al., testimony of FR, June 6, 1974
on sale of LSH
Box 3:
CORRESPONDENCE AND NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES, 1974-78, 1987
Folder 1: May 30 - Dec. 1974
FR to Herbert O. Farber, May 30, 1974
Herbert O. Farber to FR, Apr. 23, 1974
MB to FR, cable, June 10, 1974
Hidekiyo Tsukamoto to FR, June 14, 1974
FR to AB, June 21, 1974
on AB's investments, management of LSH
FR to AB, July 11, 1974
on sale of art objects, management of LSH
Summary of use of funds from MCC sale, July 15, 1974
"How the former Mr Olympics is coping with retirement," Daily Mail, July 24, 1974
on AB
on proposed amateur sports commission, AB papers
Serge Groussard to FR and GR, Aug. 15, 1974
MB to FR and GR, Aug. 15, 1974
AB and MR to FR and GR, invitation to dinner-dance, ca. Aug. 1974
Notes on phone call from Willi Daume, Sept. 7, 1974
on MR
AB to Julien J. Studley, Inc., Sept. 7, 1974
on proposed sale of LSH
AB to Julien J. Studley, Inc., Apr. 29, 1974
on LSH
AB to Julien J. Studley, Inc., Apr. 29, 1974
on proposed sale of LSH
Oskar Möhring to AB, Sept. 13, 1974
on German real estate
XS to AB, Sept. 19, 1974
Letter by AB, Sept. 19, 1974
on sale of jewelry
Bonnie Miller, Harris Trust and Savings Bank, to AB, Sept. 27, 1974
AB to Dr. Schniewind, Director, Deutsches Bank, Oct. 2, 1974
FR to XS, Oct. 3, 1974
FR to Oskar Möhring, Oct. 3, 1974
on sale of condominium
XS to AB, Oct. 9, 1974
on sale of jewelry
Program of opening ceremony, 75th session, IOC, Vienna, 1974
AB to FR, Oct. 19, 1974
on FR's pessimism
supporting new management of MCC
Hidekiyo Tsukamoto to FR, Oct. 30, 1974
on meeting of Board of Directors of MCC
Last Will and Testament of Avery Brundage, Nov. 7, 1974
M. Weber and M. Bianchi, Handelsbank in Zürich, to AB, Nov. 13, 1974
FR to Ingrid Gallmeister, Bildzeitung München, mailgram, Nov. 18, 1974
on quote in article on AB's marriage
FR to Renate Damm, Axel Springer Verlag, mailgram, Nov. 19, 1974
on quote in Bild-München article on AB's marriage
Renate Damm to FR, telegram, Nov. 19, 1974
"In der ungleichen Ehe des Avery Brundage (86) mit der Prinzessin Reuss (38) kriselt es gewaltig" [The unequal marriage of Avery Brundage (86) and Princess Reuss (38) takes a sharply critical turn], Praline, ca. Nov. 1974

"Lässt sich Brundage von seiner Prinzessin scheiden?" [Will Brundage divorce his princess?], by Ingrid Gallmeister, Bild-München, ca. Nov. 1974

"Sehr glücklich scheint die Ehe des Avery Brundage (86) mit der Prinzessin Reuss (38) nicht zu sein" [The marriage of Avery Brundage (86) and Princess Reuss (38) does not seem to be very happy], magazine article

"Will Avery Brundage seine Prinzessin aus Liebe wieder freigeben?" [Does Avery Brundage want to set his princess free out of love?], magazine article

FR to AB, memo, Nov. 26, 1974
  on Bild-München article on AB's marriage

Renate Damm to FR, telegram, German with English translation, Nov. 26, 1974
  on Bild-München article on AB's marriage

"Brundage gives UI his archives," The Courier (Champaign-Urbana, Ill.), Dec. 2, 1974

John E. Corbally, Jr., to AB, Dec. 2, 1974
  on gift of AB papers

FR to AB, Dec. 5, 1974
  on management and possible sale of LSH, sale of Santa Barbara house, U.S. economy

FR to AB, memo, Dec. 9, 1974
  on Bild-München article on AB's marriage, FR's estrangement from AB

Ralph E. Davis, memo, Dec. 9, 1974
  on AB's finances

Notes dictated by AB to FR, Dec. 11, 1974
  on AB's finances

FR to AB, memo, Dec. 13, 1974
  on austerity program at LSH, U.S. economy

FR to AB, memo, Dec. 16, 1974
  on air and cruise tickets, MCC

FR to AB, memo, Dec. 17, 1974
  on sale of Santa Barbara house

FR to AB, memo, Dec. 19, 1974
  on cruise, LSH

AB to FR, Dec. 30, 1974
  on bills for German house

FR to AB, memo, Dec. 30, 1974
  on AB's investments, U.S. economy, real estate market

Folder 2: Jan. - May 2, 1975

David A. Pitts, of Pitts & Bachmann, Realtors, to FR, Jan. 3, 1975
  on sale of Santa Barbara House

AB to FR, postcard, Jan. 22, 1975
MB to FR, Jan. 9, 1975
John E. Corbally, Jr., to AB, Jan. 17, 1975
on AB's papers
John E. Corbally, Jr., to A. Kirsch, Bundesinstitut für Sportwissenschaft, Jan. 17, 1975
on AB's papers
A. Kirsch to John E. Corbally, Jr., Jan. 8, 1975
on AB's papers
Hidekiyo Tsukamoto to FR, Jan. 31, 1975
on MCC
FR to AB, memo, Feb. 14, 1975
on U.S. economy, real estate market, LSH
FR to Wallace Weisenborn, Harris Bank, memo, Feb. 27, 1975
on sales of AB's assets, request for loan, proposed sale of LSH
MB to FR, Mar. 3, 1975
Guenther Lueschen, sociology professor, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, to MB, Feb. 18, 1975
on study of national sports organizations
Ledger of AB's expenditures, July 13, 1973 - Aug. 18, 1974
"Deutsche Bank Statement Deposits," adding machine tape and handwritten list
"Germany Transfers," ledger, July 4, 1973 - Dec. 6, 1974
AB to FR, Mar. 14, 1975
on AB's bills, LSH
Seishiro Tsukamoto to FR and GR, Mar. 14, 1975
FR to AB, Mar. 17, 1975
on management and proposed sale of LSH, U.S. economy
FR to AB, Mar. 27, 1975
on AB's bills, LSH, use of funds from sale of MCC
Roman Kiselev to FR, Mar. 31, 1975
FR to AB, Apr. 1, 1975
on sale of securities, FR's salary
MB to FR, telegram, Apr. 5, 1975
James Y. S. Lee, Consul General, Republic of China, to MR, Apr. 4, 1975
on false report of AB's death
AB to FR, Apr. 8, 1975
on LSH, sale of securities, Santa Barbara House, AB's bills, FR's expenses and fees in connection with sale of MCC
Ledger of expenses, Garmisch-Partenkirchen residence, Sept. 5, 1974 - Mar. 7, 1975
FR to Ralph E. Davis, Apr. 9, 1975
on LSH, AB's investments
FR to Ralph E. Davis, (with handwritten note "The start"), Apr. 9, 1975
on arrangements between AB and FR
FR to AB, Apr. 14, 1975
reply to Apr. 8 letter from AB to FR above
MB to FR, Apr. 14, 1975
on AB's illness
Notes on proposed sale of LSH, Apr. 16, 1975
FR to Ralph E. Davis, Apr. 15, 1975
on employment contract with AB
FR to MB, Apr. 17, 1975
on AB's illness, friction with MR, Christian Jannette
FR to MR, Apr. 21, 1975
on AB's illness
Ralph E. Davis to AB, Apr. 23, 1975
on management and proposed sale of LSH, FR's employment contract, AB's financial affairs, AB's papers
FR, GR and family to AB, Apr. 24, 1975
FR to AB, Apr. 28, 1975
FR to AB, May 2, 1975
on management and proposed sale of LSH

Folder 3: May 9 - June 1975

"8th May 1975: Death of Avery Brundage," tribute by Lord Killanin, Olympic review, July - August 1975
"...I must say good-bye to you..." tribute by MB, Olympic review, July - August 1975
ST to FR, telegram, May 9, 1975
condolences on AB's death
Charlie W. Willey to FR, May 9, 1975
condolences on AB's death
FR to "Mimi," May 10, 1975
on AB's death, funeral arrangements, estate, newspaper coverage
"Prinzessin Mariann Reuss: Noch mit seinem letzten Geschenk überraschte mich mein geliebter Mann" [Princess Mariann Reuss: My beloved husband surprised me even with his final present], Neue Post
"Tributes, Remembrances of Avery Brundage," International Herald Tribune, May 10-11, 1975
From Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, May 10, 1975
"Avery Brundage: Der grosse olympische Bewahrer" [Avery Brundage: The great olympic defender], by Steffen Haffner
"Olympier dreier Generationen: Wettkämpfer, Funktionär und Präsident" [Olympian of three generations: athlete, functionary, and president]
"Daume: Die Deutschen sollten ihm dankbar sein" [Daume: The Germans should have been grateful to him]
"Ein Millionär und Diktator, der das Geld im Sport hasste" [A millionaire and dictator, who hated money in sports], Die Welt, May 10, 1975
"Was sie über Brundage dachten" [What they thought about Brundage], Die Welt, May 10, 1975
"Avery Brundage gestorben" [Avery Brundage dead], Neue Zürcher Zeitung, May 10-11, 1975
"Die Prinzessin erbt doch kein Riesenvermögen" [The princess inherits no great fortune yet], Bild am Sonntag, May 11, 1975
Marie Chevallier to FR, May 12, 1975
condolences
FR to Marie Chevallier, May 19, 1975	hanks{thanks for condolences}
FR to "Mimi," May 12, 1975
on FR's position
Notes by FR on funeral arrangements, May 13, 1975
MB, "Rodolphe," and Marie Chevallier to FR, May 13, 1975
MB to FR and GR, telegram, May 18, 1975
Program of burial service, Church of St. James, Chicago, May 19, 1975
"Rara avis," Sports Illustrated, May 19, 1975
FR to ST, May 19, 1975
on gift of wood block
"Mariann Prinzessin Reuss: Keine Millionen können mir Avery ersetzen" [Princess Mariann Reuss: No millions could take Avery's place], Neue Welt, May 22, 1975
FR to MB, May 22, 1975
on Red Smith column
AB obituary, Sporting News, May 24, 1975
"Warrant for Peer's Son," Daily Telegraph, June 3, 1975
on son of Lord Killanin
MB to FR, June 4, 1975
on AB's death, Lord Killanin
FR to ST, June 9, 1975
ST to FR, May 28, 1975
Suat Erler to FR, May 29, 1975
on AB's marriage to MR
FR to MB, June 9, 1975
on AB's burial service, situation following AB's death
FR to Suat Erler, June 9, 1975
on AB's marriage to MR
Harold T. Friermood to FR, May 27, 1975
on history of volleyball on microfiche project
FR to Ivar Vind, June 13, 1975
Ivar Vind to FR, May 6, 1975
FR to Willi Daume, June 27, 1975
on relations between MR and FR
Willi Daume to FR, May 26, 1975
"Die Hinterbliebenen" [The survivors], Die Stern, May 22, 1975
on MR, question of AB's will
"At 85, The Race Is Over For 'Honest Ave,'" St. Louis Post-Dispatch, June 28, 1972
biography of AB

Folder 4: July - Dec. 1975

MB to FR and GR, postcard, July 7, 1975
FR to MB, July 24, 1975
on AB's estate, LSH
"Dick" to FR, July 28, 1975
MB to FR, July 28, 1975
FR to MB, Aug. 4, 1975
FR to BH, Sept. 4, 1975
on calligraphy in AB's estate
BH to FR, Aug. 27, 1975
on calligraphy in AB's estate
FR to Suat Erler, Sept. 4, 1975
FR to Heinz Schöbel, Sept. 5, 1975
on FR's relationship with MR
Heinz Schöbel to FR, Aug. 22, 1975
FR to MB, Sept. 5, 1975
MB to FR, Aug. 29, 1975
on Judy Davis, temporary IOC employee
MB to Office Cantonal de Controle des Habitants et de Police des Etrangers, Lausanne, Aug. 21, 1975
on Judy Davis
MB to FR, Aug. 31, 1975
on Judy Davis
Judy Davis to MB
William C. Weinsheimer to Douglas T. Koehler, Harris Trust and Savings Bank, Sept. 19, 1975
on FR's employment contract with AB
FR to James I. Holicky, memo, Oct. 3, 1975
on employment contract with AB and AB's estate
"Hotel, jewels part of Brundage estate," Chicago Daily News, Oct. 27, 1975
Lord Killanin, Oct. 27, 1975
on statement regarding FR's services to IOC
MB to FR and GR
on Lord Killanin's statement
Statement by Lord Killanin regarding FR's services to IOC
Maynard Brichford, University Archivist, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, to MB, Nov. 5, 1975
on microfilming of AB's papers
FR to MB, Nov. 6, 1975
  on material in AB's papers concerning Republic of China, disposition of AB's papers
Statement by AB concerning Chinese NOC in Taiwan, June 3, 1959
Resolution by IOC approving name "Olympic Committee of the Republic of China"
FR to ST, Nov. 7, 1975
FR to ST, Oct. 2, 1975
ST to FR, Sept. 25, 1975
FR to MB, Nov. 7, 1975
  on FR's situation, AB's papers
FR to Ralph E. Davis, Nov. 10, 1975
  on AB's estate
FR to MB, Nov. 11, 1975
  on AB's estate
"L'Heritage (Materiel) de Brundage" [Brundage's (material) legacy], L'Equipe, Nov. 2, 1975
FR to Lord Killanin, Nov. 11, 1975
  thanking him for statement on FR's services to IOC
MB to FR, Nov. 14, 1975
  on AB's papers
FR to MB, Dec. 4, 1975
  on U.S. copyright lawyer for IOC
MB to FR, Nov. 21, 1975
  on U.S. copyright lawyer for IOC
FR to Shen Chia-ming, President, Republic of China Olympic Committee, Dec. 8, 1975
Legal claim by FR against AB's estate
Bernard McDevitt and James I. Holicky, attorneys for FR, to Harris Trust and Savings Bank, Ralph
  E. Davis, and Hopkins, Sutter, Mulroy, Davis and Cromartie, notice of motion, Dec. 9, 1975
  on FR's claim against AB estate
MB to Julian K. Roosevelt, Dec. 17, 1975
  on U.S. copyright lawyer for IOC, Dec. 17, 1975
Shen Chia-ming to FR, Dec. 19, 1975

Folder 5: 1976-78. 1987

"Comments to Stipulation of Facts," Aug. 29, 1976
  on FR's employment contract with AB
  on AB's jewelry
FR to Willi Daume, May 13, 1977
  on AB's estate
Douglas T. Koehler to FR, Feb. 14, 1977
  on AB's estate
FR notes of discussion with IRS agent Mrs. Polakoff, Mar. 1-2, 1978
  on gift and bequest to FR
FR to Douglas T. Koehler, Apr. 30, 1978
on AB's estate
William Wood to FR, July 6, 1987
  on FR's declining to cooperate with dramatization of AB's life
FR to William Wood, June 29, 1987
  declining to cooperate with dramatization of AB's life
"Mariann, Princess Reuss," by FR
  on his relations with her during AB's life

NEW YORK TIMES ARTICLES, 1922, 1928-54, 1972


OLYMPIC DISK RECORDINGS (33 1/3 RPM), 1959-60

IOC Munich session, "The Chinese Problem" (2 disks), 1959
Otto Mayer, Chancellor, interviewed by Mme. Sues, Radio-Lausanne (2 disks), Mar. 24, 1960

Box 4: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1969

IOC Executive Committee, [Lausanne], (Tapes 1-6), Feb. 3, 1969

Box 5: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1969

IOC Executive Committee, [Lausanne], (Tape 7), Feb. 3, 1969
Executive Board and Finance Committee, Warsaw, Mar. 22, 1969
Executive Board, Warsaw: Finance, Artur Takac, CSC, Mar. 22, 1969
  CSC, Varela, Corée, Takac, Mar. 22-23, 1969
  N. Hodler, Mar. 23, 1969
  Press and PR, AB circular, Mar. 23, 1969

Box 6: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1969

Executive Board, Warsaw: Dr. Holder, Mar. 23, 1969
IOC, 68th session, Warsaw, TASMA 1-3, June 7, 1969
  TASMA 2-4 and press conference at end of 2nd track, June 7, 1969
  TASMA 5-8 (2 tapes), June 7-8, 1969

Box 7: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1969

IOC, 68th session, Warsaw, TASMA 9-16 (5 tapes), June 8-9, 1969

Box 8: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1969
IOC Executive Committee, Dubrovnik, parts 1-4 (4 tapes), 18:00-21:00 and 23:00-24:00, Oct. 23, 1969

Box 9: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1969

IOC, Dubrovnik, Meeting of Executive Board, parts 1-2 (2 tapes), Oct. 24, 1969
   Conference sur les emblems, 18:00-19:00, Oct. 24, 1969
   Matinée, IOC/NOCs, parts 1-2 (2 tapes), Oct. 25, 1969
   Executive Board, 10:15 P.M., Oct. 25, 1969

Box 10: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1969

IOC, Dubrovnik, Reunion of the Executive Committee with the NOC, parts 1-2 (2 tapes), Oct. 25, 1969
   Reunion IOC/NOC, parts 1-2 (2 tapes), Oct. 26, 1969
   IOC/NOC 15:30, parts 1-2 (2 tapes), Oct. 26, 1969

Box 11: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970

IOC, Lausanne, Bandé 7A Finances, Side I 10:00-12:25, Side II 12:25-13:00 and 14:00-15:15, parts 1-4 (4 tapes), Feb. 20, 1970
   Finance Committee II, afternoon, Side I 4:00-6:00, parts 1-2 (2 tapes), Feb. 20, 1970
   Finance Committee II, afternoon, Side 2 6:00-6:20, Feb. 20, 1970

Box 12: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970

IOC, Lausanne, CEI, morning/noon, Side I, 9:00-11:30, IA, parts 1-2 (2 tapes), Feb. 21, 1970
   CEI, morning/noon, Side II, 11:30-13:45, IB, parts 3-4 (2 tapes), Feb. 21, 1970
   CE, Bande 2, Side A, 12:28-14:00 lunch, resume 15:00-17:00, parts 1-2 (2 tapes), Feb. 21, 1970

Box 13: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970

IOC, Lausanne, CE Bande 2, Side B, 17:00-, parts 3-4 (2 tapes), Feb. 21, 1970
   Bande EB III, morning, Side A, 10:00-12:25, parts 1-2: Canada and Hannovre-Petralias (2 tapes), Feb. 22, 1970

Box 14: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970

IOC, Lausanne, Bande EB/CE IV, Side A, parts 1-2 (2 tapes), Feb. 22, 1970
   Bande EB/CE IV, 13:00-18:15, 18:15, ssi closing of meeting, Side B, Feb. 22, 1970
   Bande EB V, meeting from 10:00-11:40 in camera, 11:40 Reports of joint committee, 13:00 adjourn at 2:30, 14:45 reconvene, 15:15 suspended, parts 1-2 (2 tapes), Feb. 23, 1970
IOC, Amsterdam, Executive Committee, Side 1-3, parts 1-2 (2 tapes), May 8, 1970

Box 15: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970

IOC, Amsterdam, Executive Committee, Side 1-3, parts 3-4 (2 tapes), May 8, 1970
Sides 2-4, parts 1-4 (4 tapes), May 8, 1970

Box 16: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970

IOC, Amsterdam, Executive Committee, Sides 5-7, parts 1-4 (4 tapes), May 9, 1970
Sides 6-8, parts 1-2 (2 tapes), May 9, 1970

Box 17: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970

IOC, Amsterdam, Executive Committee, Sides 6-8, parts 3-4 (2 tapes), May 9, 1970
IOC, [Amsterdam], Giotc zaal, IOC opening, parts 1-2 (2 tapes)
Tape 1, Blauwe zaal, parts 1-2, (2 tapes), May 10, 1970

Box 18: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970

IOC, [Amsterdam], Tape 1, Blauwe zaal, parts 3-4 (2 tapes), May 10, 1970
Tape 2, Blauwe zaal, parts 1-3 (3 tapes), May 11, 1970

Box 19: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970

IOC, [Amsterdam], Tape 3, Blauwe zaal, parts 1-2 (2 tapes), May 12, 1970
Sides 9 and 11, meeting with FIS and Skating Union, parts 1-3 (3 tapes), May 12-13, 1970
Side 10, part 1, May 12-13, 1970

Box 20: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970

IOC, [Amsterdam], Side 10, part 2, May 12-13, 1970
Sides 1 and 3, parts 1-4 (4 tapes), May 13-14, 1970
Sides 2 and 4, part 1, May 13-14, 1970

Box 21: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970

IOC, [Amsterdam], Sides 2 and 4, parts 2-4 (3 tapes), May 13-14, 1970
Sides 5 and 7, parts 1-3 (3 tapes), May 14-15, 1970

Box 22: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970

IOC, [Amsterdam], Sides 5 and 7, part 4, May 14-15, 1970
Sides 6 and 8, parts 1-4 (4 tapes), May 14-15, 1970
Side 9, part 1, afternoon, May 15, 1970

**Box 23: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970**

IOC, [Amsterdam], Side 9, part 2, afternoon, May 15, 1970
Side 10, press conference, afternoon, May 15, 1970
Side 13, Executive Board, parts 1-4 (4 tapes), afternoon, May 14, 1970

**Box 24: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970**

IOC, [Amsterdam], Side 14, Executive Board, parts 1-2 (2 tapes), morning, May 15, 1970
Side 17, Executive Board, 8:30-11 A.M., parts 1-2 (2 tapes), May 15, 1970
Side 18, Executive Board, 8:30-11 A.M., May 16, 1970

IOC and International Federations, Amsterdam, plenary session, part 1, May 13, 1970

**Box 25: AUDIOTAPES: INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 1970, 1972**

IOC and International Federations, Amsterdam, plenary session, parts 2-4 (3 tapes), May 13, 1970
IOC session (4 tapes), 1972

**Box 26:**

IOC, Munich, Side A, #10-11, Side B, #11-13, 1972

A-11 Decision on time of presidential election
Rhodesian problem
M. Gomez (Mexico) intervention
B-11 M. Gomez (Mexico) intervention
B-13 Election of new members

**AUDIOTAPES: INTERVIEWS, SPEECHES AND CEREMONIES, 1961-68**

Amateur Athletic Union, AB speech and opening ceremonies, Williard Hotel, Dec. 2, 1961
"A Bridge of International Understanding," Commonwealth Club of California, San Francisco, ca. Fall 1964
Telephone interview, British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), 1965
Telephone interview with Jose Llanusa, W.I.A.C., Puerto Rico, June 1966
AB speech, 80th birthday, Civic Committee to Honor AB (2 tapes), Sept. 29, 1967
Interview by David Coleman, BBC-TV, Grenoble (3 tapes), Feb. 12, 1968

**Box 27:**

**AUDIOTAPES: INTERVIEWS, SPEECHES AND CEREMONIES, 1968**

Interview, ZDF German TV, Grenoble (3 tapes), Feb. 13, 1968
Professional luncheon meeting, Press Club, Tokyo, AB guest speaker (2 tapes), June 29, 1968
Inaugural Ceremony, Mexico City Summer Olympics, 1968
Mexico City Summer Games, Closing Ceremonies, 1968

AUDIOTAPES: ABOUT AB, 1966-72

Roy Ravenfeld on AB, 1966
Interview by Howard Cosell with Bill Tillman following Mexico City Games, and Cosell on USOC and AB accusations of payola in Mexico City, 1968
On AB's opposition to commercialism in Alpine skiing at Sapporo Games, CBS-TV, Jan. 28, 1972 and NBC-TV, Jan. 30, 1972
Cuban sports and news broadcasts (4 tapes), Dec. 19, 1965 - Mar. 23, 1966
This Week in Sports: "Olympics: Americans Stage Strong Comeback" (film reel), Sept. 13, ca. 1960